
ABSTRACT 

ZHANG, GUOZHU. Analytical Tools for Characterizing Developmental Toxicity of 
Environmental Chemicals Using High-throughput Screening in Zebrafish (Danio 
rerio). (Under the direction of Dr. David M. Reif). 
 

Zebrafish have become an important alternative model for characterizing 

chemical bioactivity, partly due to the efficiency at which systematic, high-

dimensional data can be generated. However, these new data present analytical 

challenges associated with scale and diversity. Robust computational approaches 

are needed to characterize systems-level responses to chemical perturbations in 

environmental and clinical applications. Chapter 1 reviews the state of the field and 

synthesizes ideas for integration of data streams. Chapter 2 proposes an 

information-theoretic method named Aggregate Entropy (AggE) and applies it to 

scoring multiplexed, phenotypic endpoints of zebrafish after exposure to 1,060 

chemicals from the federal ToxCast program across 5 concentrations at 120 hours 

post-fertilization (hpf). AggE accurately identified chemicals with significant 

morphological effects, and showed many benefits over traditional curve-fitting 

approaches in defining the potency of environmental chemicals. Chapter 3 extends 

AggE by applying a Bayesian model to empirically weight multiple endpoints that 

indicating developmental cascade effects over the time-course of these experiments. 

Chapter 4 introduces a novel, robust statistical framework to characterize chemical-

elicited effects in behavioral data. Our statistical modeling method is robust to 

unusual distributions and achieves a significant reduction in coefficient of variation 

compared to many traditional approaches. Chapter 5 summarizes conclusions on 

how appropriate handling of diverse, high-dimensional data can add important 



biological context that informs mechanistic hypotheses and concludes with 

recommendations for moving this research forward. 
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Chapter 1 Integrating Morphological and Behavioral Phenotypes in Developing 
Zebrafish  

This chapter contains a book chapter with minor formatting modifications from: 

Zhang G., Truong L., Tanguay R.L. and Reif D.M., The Rights and Wrongs of 

Zebrafish: Principles of Behavioral Phenotyping and CNS Disease Modeling. 

Chapter 12: Integrating Morphological and Behavioral Phenotypes in Developing 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio). 2015. 
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Abstract 
 

The zebrafish, with its prolific reproduction, rapid development, and genetic 

homology to humans, provides an ideal model to efficiently characterize behavioral, 

developmental, and morphological phenotypes in biomedical research. By designing 

experiments to take advantage of these properties, behavioral phenotypes can be 

interpreted within the context of relevant neuromorphological phenotypes in order to 

present a truly integrative analysis of the rich biological data. These experiments 

may take the form of targeted studies or scaled up to a discovery mode that can 

keep pace with in vitro high-throughput screening (HTS) experimental systems. 

Achieving the goal of data integration will require appropriate application and 

adaptation of traditional statistical approaches, as well as the development of novel 

methods implemented in concert with new experimental approaches. In this chapter, 

we survey experimental designs and statistical methods for behavioral studies in 

developing zebrafish, then highlight experimental factors and analysis strategies that 

facilitate integration of morphological and behavioral phenotypes. We conclude that 

appropriate design and analysis of integrated morphological and behavioral studies 

using zebrafish can elucidate new chemical bioactivity pathways, identify 

compounds eliciting a broad range of effects, and paint a more comprehensive 

picture of development than either class of phenotype alone.  

Keywords 
 
data integration; high-throughput; zebrafish; aquatic models; integrated testing; 

development;  
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1. Introduction 

There is a growing number of chemicals in the environment, with new entities 

added commercially at an ever-increasing pace (Wambaugh, Setzer et al. 2013), 

However, the baseline toxicity and environmental health hazard information is still 

limited to a small number of these chemicals. Thus, characterizing the potential 

adverse impacts of these chemicals poses a challenge. Traditional animal testing 

using mammalian models is very expensive and time consuming, thus limiting its 

usefulness for screening applications. Applications of HTS in vitro chemical 

screening approaches are widely used to speed the pace of identifying chemical 

bioactivity using a suite of targeted individual assays (Collins, Gray et al. 2008, 

Judson, Houck et al. 2010).  

These target-specific in vitro assays fail to take into account the complexity of 

the vertebrate nervous system; thus, these assays may not identify neurotoxic 

chemicals. Phenotype-based assays could improve screening coverage to better 

identify neuroactive small molecules with no prior understanding of individual 

chemical molecular targets or their underling mechanism of action (Burns, McIntosh 

et al. 2013, Selderslaghs, Hooyberghs et al. 2013). HTS in vivo assay using 

zebrafish have proven useful for predicting different modes of action, including 

cellular differentiation, proliferation, migration, synapse formation, and apoptosis 

related to human diseases (Sanes, Reh et al. 2005, Cao, Semanchik et al. 2009, 

Makris, Biederman et al. 2009, Padilla, Corum et al. 2012, Truong, Reif et al. 2014). 

Zebrafish have emerged as a premier alternative model organism for 

chemical testing because of their small size, rapid development, low cost, and 
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overall genomic similarity with human genes (Barbazuk, Korf et al. 2000, Howe, 

Clark et al. 2013). Additionally, the central nervous system (CNS) of zebrafish is 

homologous to those of humans in many key features (Tropepe and Sive 2003). 

Behavioral assessment in zebrafish can be captured through spontaneous tail 

contractions as early as 19-29 hpf (Kimmel, Ballard et al. 1995) or assessed at later 

developmental stages, where higher-level behaviors, such as aggression or 

response to novel situations, can be assessed (Kalueff, Gebhardt et al. 2013). 

In this chapter, we survey experimental designs for behavioral profiling; 

discuss experimental factors that facilitate integrated, high-throughput testing; 

evaluate statistical methods and common pitfalls for behavioral data analysis; 

discuss examples of data integration; and discuss translational applications within an 

integrated testing framework. An overview of experimental designs and associated 

statistical analysis methods is provided in Figure 1.1. 

2. Experimental Methods 

2.1. Survey of behavioral tests 

There are hundreds of behaviors that have been measured using the zebrafish 

model, covering aspects of behavior such as response to external stimuli, 

locomotion, changing light conditions, learning ability, and aggression (Kalueff, 

Gebhardt et al. 2013). Here, we introduce broad classes of tests selected as readily 

amenable to scale-up for integrated testing in larval (< 6dpf) zebrafish, though the 

candidate test list is evolving as new technologies and experiments are invented. 

Choosing the appropriate test depends on developmental stage, feasibility, 
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treatment conditions (e.g. chemical stressors or biomolecular intervention), and 

study goals.  

At only 24 hpf, the photomotor response (PMR) assay is one of the earliest 

measures of reproducible behavioral phenomena. In the PMR assay, the embryos 

experience two strong light stimuli (~1 second each), the first causing excitation and 

the second causing no discernable change in activity. The experimental period of 

less than 1 min can be divided into multiple phases, with the main phases defined 

according to light stimuli as background (prior to first light stimulus), latency 

(immediately following first light stimulus), excitatory (post-latency, following first light 

stimulus), and refractory (following second light stimulus) (Kokel, Bryan et al. 2010). 

The response of the embryos is recorded using custom-built recording devices, such 

as the Photomotor Response Analysis Tool (PRAT) (Noyes, Haggard et al. 2015). A 

movement index of the embryos is then estimated by analyzing video and compared 

to expected responses in each experimental phase. While the potential biological 

mechanisms underlying this test are not yet fully understood, the sensitivity to 

changing light conditions is thought to stem from photoreceptors in the developing 

hindbrain (Kokel, Dunn et al. 2013). Due to the sensitivity of the normal PMR to 

chemical perturbation, this system has already been used to classify small 

molecules and diverse sets of compounds (Kokel, Bryan et al. 2010, Raftery, Isales 

et al. 2014, Reif, Truong et al. 2015). 

The locomotor test measures swimming activity in larval zebrafish (Lockwood, 

Bjerke et al. 2004). This response can be measured in embryos as early as 4 days 

post fertilization (dpf). The swimming activity is tracked by an automated video 
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system, and several parameters are chosen for analysis (e.g., total distance 

covered, swimming speed, location, and related measures). This test can be used in 

the analysis of compounds for potential effects on developmental neurotoxicity and 

neuromotor activity (Baraban, Taylor et al. 2005). 

The light/dark transition test is used to analyze free swimming activity of 

zebrafish larvae in response to alternating light and dark periods or a repeated light 

and dark transition cycle (MacPhail, Brooks et al. 2009). This behavioral test is also 

usually performed in zebrafish larvae that are older than 4 dpf. The expectation for 

normally-developing (i.e. unexposed) zebrafish larvae is to show little or no 

movement when exposed to light, with increased swimming activity when 

transitioned to the dark phase. An automated video system is used to assess 

locomotion over the light cycle(s).  

2.2. Experimental design for integrated testing 

The zebrafish model is amendable to rapid throughput testing, but to fully take 

advantage of the model, protocols need to be streamlined and standardized. There 

are a number of points to consider, ranging from sample preparation to exposure 

protocols to data recording and management. 

The first consideration when conducting HTS chemical screening studies is 

controlling the exposure. First, to remove a potential exposure barrier, the chorions 

should be removed (Mandrell, Truong et al. 2012). Once embryos are dechorionated 

(from 5 hpf), they are delicate and extremely sensitive to physical damage when 

handling. Although the transfer of dechorionated embryos into individual wells of 

multi-well plates can be done manually, rapid and careful robotic handling will 
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support HTS. For example, the automated embryonic placement systems (AEPS) 

ensures reproducibility and minimizes damage (Mandrell, Truong et al. 2012). Most 

importantly, AEPS allows for the ability to scale up without sacrificing quality for 

speed. The vulnerability of 5-6 hpf dechorionated embryos and the lack of 

widespread availability of robotics has led to many groups initiating exposures at 

later developmental stages, where embryos are markedly less sensitive to manual 

manipulations. However, the potential downside for starting exposures later in 

development is that critical windows may be missed due to the speed of zebrafish 

embryonic development. For example, if exposures are delayed for just 24 hours, 

primary organogenesis will be nearly complete, thus precluding identification of 

chemicals targeting important gene products that were exclusively expressed in the 

first 24 hours of embryonic development (Westerfield 2007). This scenario could 

increase the number of false negatives in screening. 

To reduce confounding factors, embryos can be placed one-per-well, allowing 

individual assessments of both endpoint tests and chemical (or other stressor) 

exposure. Once embryos are placed into individual wells, the next critical step is 

controlling chemical delivery and exposure. The solvent of choice most commonly 

used for toxicity studies with the embryonic zebrafish is dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

but embryos can develop until 5 dpf normally in reverse osmosis water (Truong, 

Zaikova et al. 2012). There are also opportunities to optimize chemical delivery and 

exposures. Most HTS approaches use liquid handling systems to dispense 

chemicals. These systems may use stainless steel or plastic pipettes, but there is a 

chance of cross-chemical contamination and adsorption. The newest technology in 
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chemical delivery to solve these problems is digital dispensing devices such as the 

HP D300e (http://www8.hp.com). By using this system, it is possible to precisely 

dispense directly from stock solutions, eliminating costly dilution steps, which often 

increase the possibility of chemical loss, or handling errors. After dispensing 

chemicals, there is an intense mixing to ensure availability to the embryos. Exposed 

plates with embryos are sealed tightly and placed in the dark to minimize 

evaporation and photodegradation.  

To fully maximize throughput of zebrafish behavioral testing, handling of 

experimental animals should be minimized and standardized. For this, it is preferred 

that chemical exposures be static over the course of the study, and not exchanged. 

The renewal of chemical solutions could protect against losses of bioactivity due to 

chemical instability or metabolism, but rarely are these chemical properties known in 

priori. In conditions where the chemical is highly stable and widely bioavailable, 

reintroduction of fresh exposure solutions into the system could lead to an 

exceedingly high chemical body burdens as the chemical would accumulate into the 

zebrafish because of the additive chemical mass. These high body burden doses 

may increase the false positive rate. In the absence of knowledge regarding 

individual chemical uptake kinetics, metabolism and elimination (which are not 

routinely measured) it may be advisable to utilize multiple exposure regiments and to 

experimentally determine if the concentration relationship is impacted by the 

different exposure protocols. 

Data recording and management is another major consideration. All the data 

collected from HTS assays must be stored in a database to allow for ease of data 

http://www8.hp.com)/
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retrieval and analysis. To accomplish this, a laboratory information management 

system (LIMS) should be used to house the chemical information, zebrafish strain 

used, exposure protocol, and methods/equipment that were used to acquire 

behavioral and morphological data (Truong, Reif et al. 2014).  

3. Analysis Methods 

3.1. Traditional analysis methods 

The traditional methods that have been used in analyzing behavioral data can 

be broadly partitioned into parametric and non-parametric methods (Jarema, Hunter 

et al. 2015, Legradi, El Abdellaoui et al. 2015). In parametric analysis, the Student’s 

t-test or linear models (both fixed and mixed effects) (Rihel, Prober et al. 2010, 

Selderslaghs, Hooyberghs et al. 2010, Parker, Ife et al. 2013) have been used to 

determine whether the exposure group(s) differ significantly from the control group. 

The linear models include one-way or two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) or 

repeated-measures ANOVA, which should be followed by appropriate post hoc 

tests, such as the Bonferroni correction, Tukey’s procedure, Dunnett’s correction, or 

Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) (Box, Hunterr et al. 2005). 

However, a recent review of zebrafish behavioral assays (Legradi et al. 2015) 

found that post hoc tests (adjustments) were conducted in less than half of the total 

reviewed studies. This presents a potential issue related to the general problem of 

multiple testing, which refers to simultaneous empirical tests of more than one 

hypothesis (Noble 2009)). In zebrafish studies, multiple testing may arise in 

experiments comparing several doses of chemical, treatment groups, or molecular 

interventions. First, it should be decided whether to adjust for multiple tests, which 
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may not be warranted if 1) the study is limited to a small number of pre-planned 

comparisons; 2) the study is exploratory in nature; or 3) avoidance of Type II (false 

negative) errors is the primary concern (Schulz and Grimes 2005, Armstrong 2014). 

Next, the choice of adjustment should consider both the statistical analysis 

framework (e.g. Dunnett’s test for planned comparisons of multiple treatment groups 

versus a reference control group) and the goals of the particular study. Adjustment 

methods range from strict control of the family-wise error rate (FWER) via the 

Bonferroni method through less-conservative, false discovery rate (FDR) methods 

(Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). A strict Bonferroni correction should be considered 

when avoidance of Type I (false positive) errors are a primary concern in a study 

without preplanned hypotheses, but its incorrect use (e.g. correcting for irrelevant 

null hypotheses) may result in decreased statistical power (Rothman 1990, Perneger 

1998). For large-scale experiments where concerns must be balanced between 

Type I and Type II errors, controlling the FDR may be more appropriate (Nakagawa 

2004). 

Particular applications will differ with respect to the consequences of failing to 

address multiple testing issues and violating assumptions of a particular statistical 

procedure. However, failing to properly check assumptions may give incorrect or 

misleading results. Potential violations of assumptions in a general ANOVA 

framework may relate to: 1) lack of independence within or between samples; 2) 

non-normality of the entire sample (or influential outliers); 3) heterogeneity of 

variances; 4) small or unbalanced samples; 5) inappropriate or absent post hoc 

correction. There are many options for dealing with violations within an ANOVA 
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framework (Higgins 2003, Fox 2008). For dealing with non-normality of the data, one 

can 1) remove or replace outliers with imputed values (e.g. sample mean); 2) 

transform data using variance-stabilizing algorithms; and/or 3) choose non-

parametric test alternatives. For ANOVA alternatives, the Kruskal-Wallis test does 

not require the assumption of normality and can be applied if the assumption of 

homogeneity of variances has been violated (Higgins 2003). For dealing with small 

or unbalanced samples, bootstrapping (i.e. resampling with replacement from within 

the data) may be appropriate (Krishnamoorthy, Lu et al. 2007). For standard models, 

lack of independence presents a serious problem, but the addition of blocking 

factors (i.e. stratification) may provide a solution (Box, Hunterr et al. 2005). Non-

parametric t-tests alternatives include the Wilcoxon rank sum test (non-paired) or 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test (paired).  

3.2. Advanced analysis methods 

The complexity of time-series data generated by modern, high-throughput 

experiments presents statistical challenges arising from shared correlation, unusual 

distributions, and sheer data volume. Moreover, when it comes to developmental 

neurotoxicological studies, individual zebrafish can behave very differently, resulting 

in unusual behavioral patterns that do not follow the most common statistical 

distributions. Thus, new analysis methods are needed to deal with high-volume data, 

determine outliers, and model behavioral data for different study goals. 

The Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) and Hotelling’s T-squared 

test are examples of advanced methods to look at multiple factors that affect the 

zebrafish larval activity (Liu, Carmer et al. 2015). These factors include biological 
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variations (zebrafish strains and developmental stages), treatment effects (repeated 

measurements and different light/dark conditions), and experimental variations 

(physical location and independent replication), as well as interactions between 

these factors. Hotelling’s T-squared test can be applied to perform pairwise 

comparisons of any individual model parameter to identify the key factor affecting 

response. MANOVA can be applied when one or more independent variables have 

an effect on a group of dependent response variables. The assumptions underlying 

both methods include multivariate normality of response variables and homogeneity 

of covariance matrices. Compared to a set of univariate tests, formulating models 

within the frameworks of Hotelling’s T-square test or MANOVA can reduce the Type 

I error rate (Liu, Carmer et al. 2015). 

Advanced analysis methods may also recombine elements of novel and 

traditional approaches, such as the behavioral barcoding method presented in 

(Kokel, Bryan et al. 2010) to identify compound-similarity clusters from a high-

throughput PMR assay using pooled-embryo wells. Prior to statistical analysis, the 

behavioral profiles were normalized to each other to adjust for potential artifacts. The 

data were then log transformed and normalized after the transformation by using a 

global profile, which was the average of all the plate profiles. The total experimental 

period (~40 seconds) was divided into seven phases according to light stimuli. For 

each phase, in each well, the 1st and 3rd quartile motion index values were 

computed. A pseudo z-score was calculated by subtracting the selected quartile 

motion index value from the median motion index value of the control group and 

then dividing by the control median absolute deviation (MAD). These pseudo z-
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scores were characterized as behavioral barcodes. The reproducibility of the 

barcodes was confirmed via permutation and by looking at the similarity of 

independent wells that were treated with the same compound.  

In order to identify compounds eliciting aberrant behavioral effects in 

concentration-response PMR data from embryos in individual wells, (Reif, Truong et 

al. 2015) developed a robust approach that used global estimates to inform local 

statistical tests of differential activity. First, a detailed quality control pipeline was 

implemented that took advantage of the magnitude of data (tested using a diverse 

set of 1,060 compounds in five-point, concentration-response mode) to check for 

batch effects, identify outliers, and quantify expected (normal) responses. For 

analysis, the ends of the experimental period were truncated, then divided into three 

features surrounding the two PMR light pulses: background, excitatory, and 

refractory. For each experimental interval, the behavioral pattern of chemical-treated 

groups was compared to its corresponding negative (vehicle) control. The statistical 

significance was defined using a combination of change-in-activity threshold (either 

hyper- or hypo-active compared to control) and a non-parametric Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test. Since the significant call of the movement is a ratio-based comparison 

to local controls, this method can be applied to smaller scale screening of varying 

experimental designs. The reproducibility of the data treatment and statistical 

methods were validated using sets of separately-sourced, blinded chemical 

replicates.  

The advantages of these advanced statistical frameworks over more 

traditional alternatives include the ability to model multiple factors and robustness in 
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the face of changing, nonstandard distributions (Kokel, Bryan et al. 2010, Reif, 

Truong et al. 2015). While methods such as MANOVA are also attractive for their 

relative familiarity to those used to an ANOVA framework, these parametric methods 

come with the additional assumptions of multivariate normality of response and 

homogeneity of covariance matrices. For a spontaneous response phenotype such 

as the PMR, the zero-heavy distributions may confound these assumptions, so it is 

vital that underlying response patterns be verified prior to modeling (Reif, Truong et 

al. 2015). Additionally, experimental goals should determine the balance between 

fine-scale modeling of paired, second-to-second responses on one extreme, versus 

statistically robust modeling of responses analyzed across a longer experimental 

intervals on the other extreme. 

3.3. Integration of morphological and behavioral data 

Application of appropriate experimental design and analysis methods affords 

the opportunity to explore integrated testing strategies by linking various neurological 

and behavioral phenotypes. Such data integration can be achieved via meta-

analysis across external datasets or across endpoints within an experimental 

system. 

Meta-analysis of zebrafish developmental toxicity studies reveals how 

chemicals can affect a range of developmental outcomes and can be used to 

estimate rankings of chemical teratogenicity (Ducharme, Peterson et al. 2013). As 

information on basic genetics continues to grow, meta-analysis across species offers 

another avenue for integration. For example, Drosophila melanogaster has been 

used for primary screens and secondary validation for drug discovery for a range of 
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human diseases (Pandey and Nichols 2011). With appropriate bioinformatical 

mapping of related genetic elements across species, results from similar behavioral 

tests that measure locomotion, aggression, and learning in Drosophila can be used 

to inform zebrafish studies and help understand genetic underpinnings related to 

behavior.  

Bioinformatically mapping to emerging HTS in vitro systems may provide 

additional evidence for biological targets associated with chemical-elicited behavioral 

changes in zebrafish. For example, a recent study (Reif, Truong et al. 2015) found 

that chemicals eliciting neurobehavioral phenotypes in zebrafish were significantly 

enriched for relevant in vitro biochemical assay activity from data reported previously 

(Sipes, Martin et al. 2013). The in vitro assays that were activated by the same 

chemicals associated with hypoactivity in zebrafish included neurologically-relevant 

assays probing aminergic G-protein coupled receptor binding, ion channel binding, 

and cholinesterase enzyme inhibition. Conversely, chemicals that were negative in 

the PMR assay had “protective” odds ratios (odds ratios <1), meaning that the 

compounds inactive in this behavioral assay were less likely to “hit” the given 

targeted assays. Thus, chemicals that were negative in this 24 hpf behavioral assay 

displayed an inverse relationship with in vitro assays targeting plausible neuroactivity 

pathways. 

Integration across endpoints within an experimental system can directly probe 

linkages between morphological and behavioral endpoints (Beker van Woudenberg, 

Snel et al. 2014). Given appropriate design, these morphology-behavior linkages 

can even be explored across developmental stages. For example, (Reif, Truong et 
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al. 2015) found that chemicals eliciting an early, 24 hpf, hypoactive responses in a 

PMR assay were predictive of distinct developmental abnormalities (notochord 

defects, edema, and structural defects) and mortality measured at 120 hpf. 

Moreover, by measuring all endpoints in the same five-point, chemicals 

concentration range (from 6.4 nM to 64 µM), the authors observed that critical 

concentrations (lowest effect level, LEL) in the 24 hpf behavioral assay could be 

more potent than those for gross morphological effects, as with all three 

neurotoxicant avermectins (Lumaret, Errouissi et al. 2012) tested: abamectin, 

milbemectin, and emamectin benzoate. Beyond canonical neurotoxic modes of 

action, the PMR assay also identified chemicals disrupting gross structural 

development, such as tributyltin chloride, tributyltin methacrylate, and triphenyltin 

hydroxide, at concentrations lower than those at which morphological abnormalities 

were observed (Reif, Truong et al. 2015). These findings illustrate the vital 

importance of a concentration-response design when integrating behavioral and 

morphological data, where observed behavior at a given concentration may be 

hyperactive, hypoactive, or neither. In the extreme case, a single concentration may 

happen to coincide with the point at which a behavioral response is transitioning 

between hyper- and hypoactivity (i.e. neither or “no change”), providing no 

information with respect to relative potency of observed morphological versus 

behavioral consequences. Therefore, single concentration data on behavior is of 

limited utility for inferring mechanism, as it provides no information on as to whether 

observed behavioral differences arise from altered neurological signaling or simply 

the result of impaired structural developmental. 
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4. Interpretation and translation 

Zebrafish have shown to be a powerful model for studying brain disorders, 

with assayable behaviors that increase in complexity with life stage (Gerlai, Lahav et 

al. 2000, Kalueff, Stewart et al. 2014). Behavioral profiling in zebrafish has also been 

used to both identify biological targets and identify small molecules as prospective 

neurological drugs (MacRae and Peterson 2003, Kokel, Bryan et al. 2010, Rihel, 

Prober et al. 2010). Emerging data also indicate that the zebrafish is a powerful 

model for studying mechanisms by which environmental compounds may perturb 

neurodevelopment or contribute to Parkinson-like symptoms (Kalueff, Stewart et al. 

2014, Truong, Reif et al. 2014). 

In toxicology testing applications, because of the unknown space of possible 

targets that must be probed, new biological and computational strategies are needed 

to adequately evaluate toxicity potential and identify biological pathways of interest. 

Building adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) that include behavioral endpoints could 

advance development of integrated testing strategies (Vinken 2013). Depending on 

the toxicological outcome of interest, in vitro screening results can be used to 

construct putative AOPs (Kleinstreuer, Yang et al. 2014); however, for outcomes that 

depend on coordinated function of an entire organism, such as behavior, purely in 

vitro assays will be insufficient. Therefore, behavioral profiling using zebrafish, 

especially if implemented on an HTS scale, provides a useful, complementary 

strategy for developing AOPs related to behavioral outcomes.  

Behavioral data from zebrafish offer significant, potential value when 

integrated with morphological data in a testing context employing a comprehensive 
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suite of endpoints. This is especially true in early development, where a delicate 

cascade of events leading to normal development may be interrupted by 

environmental stressors yet not manifest in an observable endpoint of a particular 

type (or measured at a particular time in a given experiment). For example, in 

screening a diverse set of 1,060 compounds using a PMR assay, (Reif, Truong et al. 

2015) found 102 chemicals eliciting behavioral changes at 24 hpf yet no statistically 

significant morphological alterations when examined at 5 dpf. This situation may be 

due to a number of factors, from experimental artifacts to random chance, but the 

possibility that early behavioral alterations may be sensitive to otherwise 

undetectable chemical bioactivity should be considered when designing integrated 

testing strategies.  

5. Conclusions 

Because in vivo zebrafish assays can provide rapid, yet comprehensive, 

measures of normal development and behavior, they offer many advantages when 

integrated with data from morphological screens, targeted in vitro assays, or 

phenotypic measurements in mammalian models. Integrated analysis that links 

behavioral and morphological phenotypes may avoid false-negatives that would 

arise when evaluating only a single type of data. For example, behavioral 

assessments may identify chemicals associated with unmeasured morphological 

phenotypes, or observed neuromorphological aberrations may help establish 

empirical thresholds for behavioral changes. Furthermore, non-destructive 

behavioral assays may be used to assess multiple stages of development in the 

same individuals that can later be assessed for apical, morphological phenotypes, 
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shedding light on developmental bases of adult disease. The observation that 

chemicals show significant behavioral responses in the absence of known modes of 

action may suggest modifications to existing AOPs or demand development of 

entirely new pathways. Functionally, realizing the promise of data integration will 

necessitate investment in methods development and associated software 

infrastructure, as new methods must also have the flexibility to accommodate new 

data as experimental technology continues to progress (Meisner and Reif 2015). In 

conclusion, appropriate design and analysis of integrated morphological and 

behavioral studies using zebrafish can paint a more comprehensive picture of 

development than either class of phenotype alone. 
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Figure 1.1 Summary of morphological and behavioral data collected at larval 

zebrafish developmental stages highlighted in chapter text. The 4-6 hpf 

timepoint is noted as the dechorionation decision-point, although the images depict 

intact chorions. Non-parametric alternative tests are denoted by an asterisk (*). 
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Abstract 
 
 Robust computational approaches are needed to characterize systems-level 

responses to chemical perturbations in environmental and clinical toxicology 

applications. Appropriate characterization of response presents a methodological 

challenge when dealing with diverse phenotypic endpoints measured using in vivo 

systems. In this article, we propose an information-theoretic method named 

Aggregate Entropy (AggE) and apply it to scoring multiplexed, phenotypic endpoints 

measured in developing zebrafish (Danio rerio) across a broad concentration-

response profile for a diverse set of 1,060 chemicals. AggE accurately identified 

chemicals with significant morphological effects, including single-endpoint effects 

and multi-endpoint responses that would have been missed by univariate methods, 

while avoiding putative false-positives that confound traditional methods due to 

irregular correlation structure. By testing AggE in a variety of high-dimensional real 

and simulated datasets, we have characterized its performance and suggested 

implementation parameters that can guide its application across a wide range of 

experimental scenarios. 
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Developmental Neurotoxicology, Chemical Biology, Morphology, Zebrafish, High 

Throughput Screening, ToxCast, Multiplexed Assays 
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Truncated Body; SWIM: Swim Bladder; NC: Notochord & Bent Tail; TR: Touch 

Response; NOAE: No Observed Adverse Effect; AggE: Aggregate Entropy; PP: 

Positive-Positive; NN: Negative-Negative; NP: Negative-Positive; PN: Positive-

Negative; Any_End: Any Endpoint; ROC: Receiver Operating Characteristic; hpf: 

hours post fertilization; AOP: Adverse Outcome Pathway; HTS: High Throughput 

Screening; MI: Mutual Information; SE: Super Endpoint 

1. Introduction 

 Biological responses in whole animals are the product of coordinated actions 

(or, in the case of toxic responses, dysregulation) on a systemic level. Accordingly, 

experimental inquiries into basic biological processes should record multiple 

phenotypic outcomes when assessing perturbations, from clinical interventions such 

as drug treatments to environmental stressors such as manufactured chemicals. 

Innovations in multiplexed endpoint measurement technology and exploratory omics 

platforms have enabled theoretically comprehensive experiments to be conducted 

[1]. However, these new, multi-endpoint data present challenges with respect to 

recapitulating the relevant biological processes: (1) The correlation structure across 

endpoints is irregular; (2) Individual subjects/samples vary in endpoint presentation; 

(3) Endpoint measurement methods are imperfect; (4) Experimental questions may 

depend on subsets and/or recombinations of endpoints. Therefore, analysis 

methods are needed that can address these challenges while allowing for either 

focused, a priori analysis or data-wide, empirical analysis.  
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 One such area where comprehensive analysis of systemic response is 

needed is environmental and clinical toxicology, where adverse responses may 

manifest anywhere from specific abnormalities to collections of several endpoints 

that count as toxicity in the aggregate. While there is an ever-increasing number of 

chemicals in commerce and the environment, comprehensive toxicological 

knowledge is lacking for all but a handful of compounds—mostly pharmaceuticals 

that have progressed to expensive, late-stage clinical trials. Traditional animal 

testing is very expensive in terms of labor, time, and money, so high-throughput 

screening (HTS) is being developed in order to more efficiently assess chemical 

biocompatibility [2]. Experimental HTS includes both in vitro assays that probe 

molecular action and in vivo assays that screen for a variety of phenotypic endpoints 

that cover fundamental developmental, structural, and neurological pathways [3-5].  

 These HTS in vivo assays provide an ideal workbench for the development 

and testing of analysis methods for multiple endpoints, in that the data can be 

generated on a scale that permits evaluation of an analysis method’s ability to 

address the four challenges presented above. In particular, experimental methods 

for the zebrafish (Danio rerio), a model organism whose fundamental developmental 

processes are shared across vertebrates and that has high genetic similarity to 

humans, have exploded in recent years [6,7]. Several endpoints, ranging from 

specific structural features through outright mortality, have been measured, with a 

trend toward higher-order assessment of multiple endpoints during embryonic 

development [8]. 
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 Here, we developed an information theory-based method named Aggregate 

Entropy (“AggE”) to consolidate information into classes across endpoints, then 

tested this method using both simulated and empirical zebrafish data. We 

characterized the relationship amongst endpoints to identify the biological processes 

underlying overall developmental assessments; used simulated data to further 

validate our method across a range of sample sizes; characterized the irregular 

correlation structure across endpoints using mutual information and normalized 

information distance; and used this information to reduce noise by collapsing 

endpoints with similar phenotypic response patterns. Finally, we parameterized 

AggE distributions to allow for application to new datasets of varying dimensions 

from multi-endpoint experiments in any model system. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Empirical data 

          The empirical data were collected as described in Truong et al. 2014 and 

Noyes et al. 2015. Figure 2.1 shows the experimental design and data structure. The 

data include 1,060 unique ToxCast chemicals tested at six concentrations for each 

chemical (0 µM, 0.0064 µM, 0.064 µM, 0.64 µM, 6.4 µM and 64 µM). There were 

n=32 replicates (individual embryo wells) at each concentration. At 120 hours post 

fertilization (hpf), 18 distinct developmental endpoints were evaluated. The data 

were recorded as binary incidences.  

As in Figure 2.1(B) and 2.1(C), we constructed 19 different biological states, 

including 18 developmental endpoints plus one NOAE (No Observed Adverse 
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Effect) state. Thus, for each embryo per chemical-per concentration, data were 

shown as 0 and 1 for 18 binary endpoints with NOAE recorded as 

19 − ∑(𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠). All analysis was performed using R [13]. 

2.2. Aggregate Entropy 

 The traditional Shannon’s entropy 𝐻(𝑋) [14], in nat units, is:  

Let X be a discrete random variable with a possible set of realizations 𝑥, thus; 

𝐻(𝑋) = − ∑ 𝑝(𝑥) 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 𝑝(𝑥)

𝑥

 

We define a random variable and its realizations as follows: 

For each chemical 𝐶 at a given concentration, let X𝑖 represent embryo 𝑖 with 

𝑖 = 1, … ,32 and 𝐵𝑗 represent biological state 𝑗 with 𝑗 = 1, … ,19. In addition, X𝑖 has 

realization 𝑥𝑖𝑗 with its sample value shown in Figure 1. The probability mass function 

can be written as: 

𝑝(𝐵𝑗|𝐶, 𝑋𝑖) =
𝑥𝑖𝑗

19
 

The Aggregate Entropy (AggE) for chemical 𝐶 at a given concentration is 

summarizing the Shannon’s entropy of all tested embryos, which is: 

𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸 = − ∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝐵𝑗|𝐶, 𝑋𝑖)loge {𝑝(𝐵𝑗|𝐶, 𝑋𝑖)}

19

j=1

32

i=1

 

2.3. Threshold determination 

 We first used a chi square approximation to the distribution of AggE of each 

concentration as well as the distribution of the pooled concentration [15-16]. We 

estimated our chi square degree of freedom by using the Newton algorithm to 
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optimize the logarithm of the full likelihood of a chi square probability density 

function. Let (𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸1, 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸2, … , 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸𝑁) be a set of AggE, thus the full likelihood can 

be written as: 

𝑓(𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸1, 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸2, … , 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸𝑁) = (
1

2
𝑘
2𝛤(𝑘)

)

𝑛

(𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸1 ∗ … ∗ 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸𝑁)
𝑘
2𝑒−

𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸1+⋯+𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸𝑁
2  

Where k is the degree of freedom of a Chi-square distribution and N is the number of 

chemicals. Since the maximum likelihood estimator is nonlinear, we first took the 

negative logarithm of the full likelihood. After that, given a start value, we used 

Newton iteration to optimize the negative logarithm of the full likelihood such that it 

gave us the optimal estimate of the degree of freedom of our chi square distribution. 

Our threshold, which depends on the observed incidences of multiple measurements 

over many individuals, is the critical value of a one-sided chi square test with the 

significance level of 0.05. 

2.4. Endpoint clustering and sensitivity analysis 

 We next used pairwise mutual information to characterize the relationship 

among endpoints. Let 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 represent two endpoints with realization 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 as 

observed incidence counts per chemical-per concentration, given the Shannon’s 

entropy defined above, the joint Shannon’s entropy for 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 is: 

𝐻(𝐸1, 𝐸2) = − ∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝑒1, 𝑒2) 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 𝑝(𝑒1, 𝑒2)

𝑒2𝑒1

 

And the conditional entropy can be written as: 

𝐻(𝐸1|𝐸2) = − ∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝑒1, 𝑒2) 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 𝑝(𝑒1|𝑒2)

𝑒2𝑒1
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With all these definitions, the mutual information (MI) is: 

𝑀𝐼(𝐸1, 𝐸2) = ∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝑒1, 𝑒2) 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒

𝑝(𝑒1, 𝑒2)

𝑝(𝑒1)𝑝(𝑒2)
= 𝐻(𝐸1) − 𝐻(𝐸1|𝐸2)

𝑒2𝑒1

 

MI has the following, commutative, property: 

𝑀𝐼(𝐸1, 𝐸2) = 𝑀𝐼(𝐸2, 𝐸1) 

We formed our clusters based on a modified three-step measurement [17]. First, the 

pairwise mutual information between endpoints, 𝑀𝐼(𝐸𝑖 , 𝐸𝑗), 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, … ,18, is 

calculated by using R package “infotheo” [18]. Next, the mutual information matrix is 

transferred to a distance measurement, called normalized information distance [19], 

which is: 

𝑑(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗) = 1 −
𝑀𝐼(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)

𝐻(𝐸𝑖) + 𝐻(𝐸𝑗) + 𝑀𝐼(𝐸𝑖, 𝐸𝑗)
 

Finally, hierarchical clustering with normalized information distance and Ward’s 

method was used to characterize the relationship between endpoints. 

 Our sensitivity analysis followed a three-step procedure. First, based on our 

clustering analysis, we decided which endpoint or endpoints (super endpoints) we 

wanted to remove or collapse. Second, we recalculated AggE based on the new set 

of the endpoints and determined our threshold following the same algorithm defined 

above. Third, we calculated the concordance (in at least one concentration) between 

AggE and Fisher’s Exact Test for identifying developmental effects. 
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2.5. Simulation 

 Given the data structure in Figure 2.1, for each endpoint, we simulated a 

series of Bernoulli trials with sample sizes of 8, 16, 32, 64 and 96 per chemical-per 

concentration with the real frequencies defined as 

𝑝(𝑥 = 1) =
∑ 𝑥𝑖

32
𝑖=1

32
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝(𝑥 = 0) = 1 − 𝑝(𝑥 = 1) 

where 𝑥𝑖 is the binary incidence for embryo 𝑖 for the given endpoint. 

 

3. Results 

 As detailed in Methods, AggE was developed using data collected according 

to the experimental design presented in Figure 2.1, where each of the 1,060 unique 

chemicals were tested at six concentrations, with n=32 replicates (wells each 

containing an individual embryo) at each concentration (Truong et al. 2014). 

Chemical exposure began at 6 hours post fertilization (hpf), then all replicates were 

evaluated for a suite of 18 developmental endpoints at 120 hpf.  

3.1.  Distribution and threshold across concentration for AggE 

 The histograms of AggE across concentrations are shown in Figure 2.2. Our 

chi-square approximation is consistent with the kernel density estimate. The 

distribution shifts to the right as the concentration increases because we generally 

observed higher incidence rates at higher concentrations. According to our threshold 

for AggE (versus the univariate Fisher’s Exact Test), we found that 24 (versus 10) 

chemicals significantly affected the development of zebrafish at a concentration of 

0.0064 µM; 25 (versus 15) chemicals at 0.064 µM; 49 (versus 34) chemicals at 0.64 
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µM; 56 (versus 59) chemicals at 6.4 µM and 139 (versus 168) chemicals at 64 µM. 

The consequences of mortality are evident in the differences between the 

distributions at 64 µM (highest observed mortality) and the ‘Global’ threshold, which 

was less sensitive to suppression of AggE from observed mortality (see discussion 

of Figure 2.3, below). Table 2.1 contains information on thresholds and summary 

statistics.   

3.2. Evaluation of AggE in predicting individual morphological effects 

 For each concentration, we also estimated the general agreement between 

AggE and Fisher’s Exact Test on specific endpoints. We did not include mortality in 

Fisher’s Exact Test, because if an embryo was dead, we could not measure any 

other endpoints, and our method was designed to evaluate the hazard information 

across endpoints. For our calculations, 𝑃𝑃 represents tested positive in both tests; 

 𝑁𝑁 represents tested negative in both tests;  𝑁𝑃 represents tested negative in AggE 

and positive in Fisher’s Exact Test and  𝑃𝑁 represents the opposite case. The 

balanced ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve, balanced F1 score 

measurement 
2∗𝑃𝑃

2∗𝑃𝑃+𝑃𝑁+𝑁𝑃
 and concordance 

(𝑃𝑃+𝑁𝑁)

(𝑃𝑃+𝑁𝑁+𝑃𝑁+𝑁𝑃)
 between the two tests are 

shown in Table 2.1. As an overall summary, the 1,060 chemicals are displayed in 

decreasing order of their maximum-normalized AggE score, summed across all 

concentrations in Appendix A: Supplemental Table 1 (.csv). 

3.3. Comparison of AggE with Fisher’s Exact test 

 We next observed a positive relationship between the numbers of significant 

endpoints of each chemical identified by Fisher’s Exact Test and its associated 
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Aggregate Entropy (Figure 2.3A). We found that AggE is less likely to detect 

chemicals that cause only mortality, which is expected, given that mortality 

overwrites all specific endpoints as zero (see Figure 2.1). 12-

Benzenedicarboxaldehyde (6.4 µM; 64 µM) is shown as an example of this particular 

case (Figure 2.3B), where no concentration-response is evident in the specific 

endpoints, and only mortality is observed at higher concentrations. When compared 

to Fisher’s Exact Test for each specific endpoint, our method is less likely to detect 

chemicals where the incidence rate of that endpoint just reaches the significance 

threshold, as with 5-[2-methyl-3-(pyridine-3-yl)-1H-indol-1-yl]pentanoic acid (Figure 

2.3B). On the contrary, chemicals having moderate incidence across several 

endpoints, yet fail to reach the statistical threshold for any single endpoint are 

identified by AggE. These chemicals have moderate incidence rates across multiple 

test endpoints and disproportionately affect certain individuals in the population, 

possibly reflecting genetic variability or experimental difficulty in pathological 

annotation of several related endpoints. For example, many embryos exhibited 

developmental endpoints when exposed to Di(2-ethylhexyl) adipate (Figure 2.3B); 

however, none of these incidence rates were significant according to univariate 

criteria, while from an integration perspective, such a profile warrants concern. We 

also constructed a new endpoint named “Any_End” to contrast with AggE. 

“Any_End” represents an observable positive response in any of the tested 

endpoints and should thus behave similarly to the most sensitive specific endpoint. 

The Ziram example in Figure 2.3B shows AggE accretion over concentrations 

displaying several specific endpoint responses.  
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3.4. Clustering analysis 

 As in Truong et al. a pairwise correlation matrix of the endpoints based on the 

lowest effect level shows an irregular correlation surface. Here we use an 

information theory-based approach to identify clusters of the endpoints in order to 

appropriate handle correlation stemming from individual zebrafish profiles as well as 

endpoint relatedness. The pairwise mutual information matrix is shown in Appendix 

A: Supplemental Table 3. We next followed the procedures described in the 

methods section to find clusters with similar phenotypic responses (Figure 2.4A). 

From both the mutual information across endpoints and clustering analysis, 

notochord distortion (NC), bent body axis (AXIS), touch response (TR), and mortality 

(MORT) seem to be independent of other endpoints. The other 5 clusters include 

craniofacial endpoints (Eye, Snout and Jaw), edemas (Yolk Sac Edema and 

Pericardial Edema), upright body (Swim Bladder, Somite and Circulation), Brain 

(Brain, Otic Vesicle and Pectoral Fin), and Trunk (Trunk and Caudal Fin).  

 We performed a sensitivity analysis by removing one endpoint at a time or a 

cluster of endpoints (SE: Super Endpoints). After removing one endpoint at a time, 

we found that we do not lose the power of detecting that particularly removed 

endpoint due to the high mutual information shared with any other endpoint(s). 

However, this is not true for removing a single clustered endpoint. For example, the 

mutual information for two edema endpoints is very high. After removing these two 

endpoints, we found that we lost the power of detecting chemicals previously 

associated with edema. However, we increase the power of detecting chemicals that 

caused other developmental defects because of the reduced noise of the data 
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caused by the irregular correlation structure. This trend continues after the same 

analysis over other super endpoints. Based on this fact, we carried out an analysis 

on our 10 super endpoints (Figure 2.4A), which are the 10 clusters defined above. 

For any super endpoint that contains more than one single endpoint, if at least one 

developmental defect was observed within the same super endpoint of that embryo, 

we recorded that this embryo has this particular defect. For instance, Edema 

contains two single endpoints (YSE and PE). If one embryo has either one or both, 

we state that this embryo has an edema problem. We compared the balanced 

sensitivity, specificity and F1 score of our method on the new super endpoints with 

the original single endpoint in classifying chemicals that have a significant effect on a 

specific endpoint based on Fisher’s Exact Test (Figure 2.4B). In general, our method 

performed better using super endpoints on any measurement and retained high 

power for detection of hazardous chemicals. Since mortality supersedes recording of 

specific developmental endpoints, we also performed the same analysis after 

removing mortality, resulting in 17 single endpoints and 9 super endpoints. In brief, 

AggE still performed better using super endpoints, and we increased the power of 

detecting hazardous chemicals that caused significant developmental problems 

(Figure 2.4B). This reflects the flexibility of AggE using reduced endpoint sets, or 

more general annotation of difficult-to-discern specific endpoints (i.e. annotation as 

“Edema” versus separate YSE or PE entries).  

3.5. Simulation 

 We explored the applicability of our method to different experimental designs 

by generating simulated data sets with different sample sizes of n=8, 16, 32, 64 and 
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96. We compared the variation of our simulated AggEs over the pooled 

concentration by using violin plots (Figure 2.5). AggE relies on the tested sample 

size as well as observed incidence rates of multiple measurements. Thus, the 

degrees of freedom of our chi square approximation to AggE increases with the 

sample size, because as we attain more embryos, we increase our hazard 

information (Appendix A: Supplemental table 2). The three measurements, which 

are balanced ROC curve, F1 score and concordance, all reach to a comparable 

stationary phase at the sample size of 32 and 64. If the sample size gets too small, 

balanced ROC curve and concordance become over-representative. Once the 

sample size gets too big, all three measurements decrease dramatically compared 

to the raw data measurements in Table 2.1. In general, we need a big sample size to 

reduce the bias and get a more accurate estimate. However, in this case, if the 

sample size gets too big, even a small difference of incidence rate between two 

experiments can be significant using Fisher’s Exact Test, binomial test, or other 

uncorrected, univariate tests. Thus, these statistical tests on each specific endpoint 

may not be appropriate, while AggE is still valid regardless of the sample size and 

can be appropriately parameterized by sample size and observed incidences on 

multiple measurements. 

3.6. Validation 

 We next tested our method based on the results of an external dataset of 

flame retardant chemicals [9]. The data structure is comparable to what we have 

shown here, with n=32 and the same set of endpoints. For chemicals that have the 

same tested concentrations as ours, we used the same threshold concentration-wise 
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in Table 2.1. For those chemicals that have different tested concentrations (6.4E-6 

µM, 6.4E-5 µM, 6.4E-4 µM), we used the global threshold in Table 2.1. The analysis 

was redone using Fisher’s Exact Test, and the chemicals showing significant 

morphological effects associated with their effective concentrations are displayed in 

Table 2.2. The results also show a strong agreement between our method and 

Fisher’s Exact Test. Our method identified three new chemicals (5-OH-BDE-47, 

BDE100, and TBP) showing evidence of aggregate developmental hazard. There 

are three chemicals, DE71 (a mixture of brominated diphenyl ethers) at 64 µM, o-

TCP (Tri-o-cresyl phosphate) at 64 µM and TDCPP (Tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) 

phosphate) at 64 µM, that did not reach our AggE threshold but are significant 

according to Fisher’s Exact Test. o-TCP  and TDCPP have a very high mortality rate 

at 64 µM, and DE71 only univariately significant on body bent axis.  

4. Discussion 

 We presented a scoring framework called Aggregate Entropy to evaluate the 

developmental toxicity of chemicals in vivo. In terms of sensitivity, AggE is consistent 

with Fisher’s Exact Test and other contingency-table methods in many scenarios but 

has advantages when presented with interindividual heterogeneity and endpoint-

endpoint correlation. In terms of specificity, AggE reduces potentially false-positive 

significance calls arising from small numbers in any one cell of a contingency table, 

rendering AggE more stable in the face of smaller sample sizes and single-

endpoints. AggE considers the information of all phenotypic responses of zebrafish 

after chemical exposure. This aligns with the logic that if a chemical elicits responses 

in many of the tested endpoints, yet none of these singular endpoints reaches the 
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incidence threshold by Fisher’s Exact Test, we should still annotate its potential 

hazard. Due to our limited knowledge about the underlying biological processes 

perturbed by most chemicals, and because many of the endpoints share elements of 

the same Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs), these chemicals warrant further 

scrutiny.  

 Our clustering analysis and sensitivity analysis indicated that there is a 

strong, yet not uniform, relationship among many endpoints in these data, which is 

especially common in developmental studies where a coordinated cascade of 

biological events must take place. We need to have methods that do not inflate 

false-positives nor lose power (i.e. inflate false-negatives) when faced with irregular 

correlation structure. AggE was designed to solve this problem. Across a diverse 

chemical set, we can capitalize on this correlation structure to hypothesize endpoints 

related by common perturbations or adverse outcome pathways. In addition, we 

showed the benefits of removing specific endpoints that shared an especially tight 

correlation structure with other endpoint(s). The analysis on 10 super endpoints 

outperformed (measured by detection of previously-identified chemical effects) the 

results using the full set of original, specific endpoints showed a better predictive 

accuracy than the results using the original, specific endpoints. This may aid future 

experimental design by negating the need to annotate difficult-to-separate endpoints 

into specific bins or enable implementation of fully-automated annotation protocols.  

 Our method offers several benefits over common statistical methods used in 

analyzing zebrafish morphological data. First, we were able to detect chemicals 

having robust effects on specific endpoints based on Fisher’s Exact Test, as well as 
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many new chemicals that would be missed by such traditional methods. Second, 

AggE maintains appropriate detection power when faced with extremely large or 

small sample sizes, whereas contingency-table methods suffer an inflation of false-

positives. Third, AggE does not enforce a global model, whereas simple linear or 

logistic fit models will not be appropriate in data where the variance of the incidence 

rate is not constant and residuals differ across concentrations. Fourth, if we simply 

add all of the observed incidences for each embryo then perform a standard 

statistical test on the summation, the results can be misleading due to the fact that 

the same event will be over-counted because of high shared mutual information 

across endpoints. This is a salient feature of developmental assays, where some 

key event(s) can trigger many observable phenotypes. Fifth, AggE can be applied to 

datasets of varying size, complexity, and degree of non-independence, since its 

threshold is a function of observed incidences over many individuals. We have 

demonstrated its use in a high-dimensional zebrafish development assay, but this 

method could be applied to multiplexed measurements in other in vitro or in vivo 

systems, or even to binarized “hits” from assay suites, gene expression, or pathway 

enrichment analysis. 

5. Conclusions 

 In summary, we developed a new computational approach to characterize 

chemical exposure information and applied it scoring multiplexed, phenotypic 

endpoints measured in zebrafish (Danio rerio) across several concentrations. We 

were able to elucidate multi-endpoint syndromes across related endpoints as well as 

identify chemicals that displayed generalized teratogenic effects. As a complement 
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to rank-based [10], curve-fitting [11], and a priori weighting metrics [12], AggE is a 

flexible approach that is capable of identifying hazardous chemicals from data 

encompassing a broad parameter space, while avoiding many statistical pitfalls of 

traditional methods. By testing AggE in a variety of high-dimensional real and 

simulated datasets, we have characterized its performance and suggested 

implementation parameters that can guide its application across a wide range of 

experimental scenarios. 
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Figure 2.1 Experimental Design and Data Structure. A) Chemical exposure 

started at 6hpf. At 120hpf, 18 distinct developmental assessments were measured. 

B) 19 biological states (developmental assessments plus NOAE) with their 

abbreviations. C) Data structure showing three example vectors from n=32 individual 

wells per concentration-by-chemical. X1 indicates many developmental problems 

observed; X2 shows mortality; X32 represents no phenotypic consequences 

recorded. D) Aggregate Entropy, in nats (natural unit of information) on the vertical 

axis by concentration on the horizontal axis. The black lines connect the 

concentration-wise AggE for this example chemical, turning red at the point-of-

departure concentration, where the line crosses the grey significance threshold.  
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Figure 2.2 Histogram of AggE across concentrations. The horizontal axis is 

AggE, and the vertical axis is the density. The blue line is a kernel density estimate, 

and the red line is a chi square approximation. 
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Figure 2.3 A) Correlation between the number of chemicals associated with 

significant endpoints determined by Fisher’s Exact Test (vertical axis) by AggE 

(horizontal axis). From left to the right, the plots show results for concentrations 

0.0064 µM, 0.064 µM, 0.64 µM, 6.4 µM and 64 µM, respectively. Red Triangle: 

Significant mortality and/or other specific endpoint(s); Black Dot: Significant 

endpoint(s) only (Except Mortality); Red Line: Linear Regression Fit. B) Similarities 

and dissimilarities between our method and Fisher’s Exact Test on each individual 

endpoint. For the first panel of each chemical (AggE): Gray line is the cumulative 

summation of the threshold of AggE by concentration; Black line is the cumulative 

summation of chemical associated AggE by concentration, with points colored red 

that exceed the threshold. For other panels of each chemical: the dot is incidence 

counts and for a given concentration, if the count is significant by Fisher’s Exact 

Test, it turns red. 
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Figure 2.4 A) Heatmap showing hierarchical clustering using normalized information 

distance with Ward linkage. SE: Super Endpoint. B) Comparison of the predictive 

power of chemicals that caused significant morphological effect by applying our 

method on single endpoint with mortality (black triangle); without mortality (green 

diamond) vs. super endpoint with mortality (red triangle); without mortality (blue 

diamond). Note that only the super endpoint (red triangle, blue diamond) will be 

visible for cases of perfect overlap with single endpoints. Bsen: Balanced Sensitivity; 

Bspc: Balanced Specificity; BF1S: Balanced F1 Score. 
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Figure 2.5 Violin plot showing the variation of AggE with different simulated 

sample sizes over pooled concentrations. 
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Table 2.1 Threshold determination of AggE with multiple evaluations including 

balanced ROC curve, Balanced F1 Score and Concordance. 

Concentration 

Degree of 
Freedom (Chi-
square) 

Threshold 
(Q(x>0.05)) 

# of Significant Chemicals 
AggE (Univariate Test) 

Balanced 
ROC 

Balanced 
F1 Score Concordance 

  0.0064 µM 2.60 7.10 24 (10) 0.56 0.20 0.98 

  0.064   µM 2.66 7.21 25 (15) 0.70 0.51 0.98 

  0.64     µM 2.64 7.18 49 (34) 0.73 0.60 0.97 

  6.4       µM 2.94 7.71 56 (59) 0.88 0.81 0.97 

  64        µM 3.91 9.35 139 (168) 0.89 0.81 0.95 

Global 2.90 7.64      
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Table 2.2 Validation of our method using Noyes et al. (2015). “***”: Significant at 

0.001; “**” Significant at 0.05; “*” Significant at 0.1; “†” Significant at 0.1 using Global 

Threshold (Concentration does not match) 

Chemical 
Name 

Concentration 
(µM) Significant Endpoint(s) 

Aggregate 
Entropy 

BPDP 64 
YSE, AXIS, EYE, SNOU, JAW, PE, 

PFIN, CFIN 
37.91*** 

mITP 0.64 
YSE, AXIS, SNOU, JAW, PE, PFIN, 

SWIM, TR 
31.78*** 

IPP-1 64 
MORT, YSE, AXIS, PE, PFIN, CFIN, 

TR 
23.32*** 

IPP-3 64 YSE, AXIS, PE, PFIN, CFIN 20.41*** 

TBBPA 6.4 MORT, AXIS, JAW, CFIN, TRUN, TR 12.23*** 

IPP-2 64 YSE, AXIS, PE 10.94** 

TCP 64 MORT, YSE, AXIS, PE, TR 10.94** 

5-OH-BDE-47 0.00064 None   7.28† 

BDE100 0.00064 None   6.43† 

TBBPA 64 MORT   6.39† 

TDCPP 64 MORT, CFIN   5.92 

o-TCP 64 MORT   5.73 

TBP 0.0064 None   5.66* 

DE 71 64 AXIS   3.3 
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Chapter 3 A Data-driven Weighting Scheme for Multivariate Phenotypic 
Endpoints Recapitulates Zebrafish Developmental Cascades 
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Abstract 
 

Zebrafish have become a key alternative model for studying health effects of 

environmental stressors, partly due to their genetic similarity to humans, fast 

generation time, and the efficiency of generating high-dimensional systematic data. 

Studies aiming to characterize adverse health effects in zebrafish typically include 

several phenotypic measurements (endpoints). While there is a solid biomedical 

basis for capturing a comprehensive set of endpoints, making summary judgments 

regarding health effects requires thoughtful integration across endpoints. Here, we 

introduce a Bayesian method to quantify the informativeness of 17 distinct zebrafish 

endpoints as a data-driven weighting scheme for a multi-endpoint summary 

measure, called weighted Aggregate Entropy (wAggE). We implement wAggE using 

high-throughput screening (HTS) data from zebrafish exposed to five concentrations 

of all 1,060 ToxCast chemicals. Our results show that our empirical weighting 

scheme provides better performance in terms of the Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) curve for identifying significant morphological effects and 

improves robustness over traditional curve-fitting approaches. From a biological 

perspective, our results suggest that developmental cascade effects triggered by 

chemical exposure can be recapitulated by analyzing the relationships among 

endpoints. Thus, wAggE offers a powerful approach for analysis of multivariate 

phenotypes that can reveal underlying etiological processes.  
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Abbreviations 
 

AC50 half-maximal activity concentration 

AOP Adverse Outcome Pathway 

AggE Aggregate Entropy 

EZ Embryonic Zebrafish 

HTS High-throughput Screening 

hpf hours post fertilization 

MoA Mechanisms of action 

POD Point of Departure 

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic 

ToxRefDB Toxicity Reference Database 

wAggE Weighted Aggregate Entropy 

1. Introduction 

There are tens of thousands of compounds currently in commerce and the 

environment worldwide, and while the number is growing rapidly, the toxicity 

information for humans or other species is still limited to a relatively small number of 

chemicals (Wambaugh et al. 2013). A major focus of developing alternative toxicity 

testing methods is to reduce the cost, complexity, labor, time, throughput, and 

animal welfare issues in traditional animal assays while retaining useful toxicological 

profiles (Basketter et al. 2012). High-throughput in vitro screening assays, such as 
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ToxCast, were developed for chemicals in order to find targeted receptors and 

expedite toxicity testing (Judson et al. 2010). However, these assays do not provide 

systemic organismal responses for outcomes such as developmental toxicity. Thus, 

developing new cost-effective, high-throughput methods to evaluate the hazard 

information of these compounds is critical. 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio), a small, vertebrate organism, has been widely used in 

toxicological research due to benefits such as ex vivo development and optical 

clarity of the embryo, suitability for high-throughput screening (HTS), cost-

effectiveness, and rapid sexual maturation of only 3 months (Delvecchio et al. 2011; 

Truong et al. 2011). The genomic similarity between zebrafish and humans is 

approximately 70% (Howe et al. 2013), making it an ideal model to aid in 

understanding toxicity translatable to human health. Moreover, the developmental 

stages of zebrafish are characterized in fine detail (Kimmel et al. 1995). This allows 

studies of developmental progression perturbed by exposure to environmental 

stressors, where diverse behavioral and morphological endpoints can be assessed 

(Kokel et al. 2010; Noyes et al. 2015; Truong et al. 2014). Analysis across time 

points and endpoint types can develop or refine Adverse Outcome Pathways 

(AOPs), inform risk assessment, and build predictive models for systems toxicology 

(Reif et al. 2015). 

Traditional methods of identifying an inflection point along the curve to 

determine the effective concentration, such as LD50 (50% lethal dose) or AC50 

(half-maximal activity concentration), are concentration-dependent and require major 

assumptions that are highly sensitive to common sources of noise (Beam and 
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Motsinger-Reif, 2014). For example, the response data are typically expected to be 

monotonic, which is easier to achieve using in vitro cell line models, since the 

phenotypes are singular measurements of fold-change, percent inhibition, or cell 

death. Bayesian approaches have been applied to fit curves for scenarios where 

information can be borrowed across large chemical or assay sets (Wilson et al. 

2014); however, curve-fitting may not be appropriate for developmental toxicity in 

vivo, largely because it is difficult to assure homogeneity across doses. This 

happens for several reasons: 1) manifestation of competing AOPs by different 

concentrations of chemical; 2) censoring by mortality; 3) developmental cascade 

effects. Disentangling these factors is analytically challenging, as evidenced by the 

high mutual information shared across endpoints (Zhang et al. 2016). Moreover, the 

majority of the chemicals remain inactive or in constant response, presenting 

another challenge in identifying concentration-dependence of potential hazards 

(Truong et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016). In order to address these challenges, 

Aggregate Entropy (AggE) was designed as a concentration-independent method to 

interpret the overall effect as a point of departure (POD) without differentially 

weighting specific endpoints (Zhang et al. 2016). 

Although several approaches have been used to aggregate information from 

multiple endpoints into a summary score, there is no consensus on how endpoints 

should be weighted (Shaw et al. 2016). Most published weighting schemes are 

heuristics based upon theoretical biological impact and are heavily weighted toward 

catastrophic endpoints such as lethality or inability to hatch (Harper et al. 2015; Liu 

et al. 2013; Padilla et al. 2012). In contrast, we take the opposite approach by 
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deriving weights from observed data, then using empirical wAggE weights to explore 

biological underpinnings. First, we utilize a Bayesian method to quantify the severity 

of 17 distinct Zebrafish endpoints. Second, we show that wAggE provides superior 

performance in terms of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve in 

identifying significant morphological effects. Third, we explore whether this weighting 

scheme reveals developmental cascade effects wherein early phenotypes can 

predict those occurring at later developmental stages. Fourth, we compare 

developmental scoring in zebrafish and mammalian results from the U.S. EPA’s 

Toxicity Reference Database (ToxRefDB). Finally, we compare wAggE to a logistic-

based curve-fitting method. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials and analysis pipeline 

The experimental data are described in Truong et al. 2014. Figure 3.1 shows 

a consensus timeline that includes experimental conditions, key early developmental 

stages and landmarks (Kimmel et al. 1995), and morphological assessments. The 

data structure and details about AggE are provided in Zhang et al. 2016. ToxRefDB 

data were downloaded from https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/toxicity-

forecaster-toxcasttm-data. All analysis was implemented using custom R code (R 

core team 2016). 

2.2. Weighted aggregate entropy 

In AggE, each biological state of an embryo is scored independently before 

summarizing across biological states and tested embryos. Thus, by assigning weight 

https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/toxicity-forecaster-toxcasttm-data
https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/toxicity-forecaster-toxcasttm-data
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to each state, for each chemical at a given concentration, the wAggE can be written 

as:  

𝑤𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐸𝑖

19

i=1

 

Where 𝑤𝑖 is the weighting factor for each biological state, and 𝐸𝑖 = ∑ 𝑝𝑗 ln 𝑝𝑗
32
𝑗=1 ; 

where 𝑝𝑗 is the probability of a biological state of a given embryo and chemical 

concentration. 

2.3. Bayesian logistic regression model 

Fisher’s Exact Test was applied to determine if a given concentration of 

chemical can significantly affect an endpoint compared to the negative control (Reif 

et al. 2015). The response variable is defined as 1 that indicates if a chemical 

significantly affects any endpoint at a given concentration; 0 indicates no significant 

effect being observed. The Bayesian logistic regression model is: 

𝑙𝑛 (
𝜋

1 − 𝜋
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 (𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑅𝑇 + ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐸𝑖

17

𝑖=1

+ 𝐸𝑁𝑂𝐴𝐸) + 𝛽2(𝐶𝑜𝑛) + 𝜀 

Where 𝜋 is the probability of success; 𝑤𝑖 and 𝐸𝑖 are shown in Section 2.2, with the 

exception of two biological states: Mortality and No Observed Adverse Effect, which 

are shown as constant 𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑅𝑇 and 𝐸𝑁𝑂𝐴𝐸, respectively; 𝐶𝑜𝑛 is the tested 

concentration; 𝜀 is the Gaussian noise. Mortality and No Observed Adverse Effect 

are not weighted, because in this assay morphology assigned at 120 hours post 

fertilization (hpf) overwrote  (i.e. set to zero) all sub-lethal endpoints and No 

Observed Adverse Effect represents unobserved biological processes during 

development. Moreover, AggE has less power to identify chemicals that only cause 
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significant mortality (Zhang et al. 2016). So in this study, mortality remains 

unweighted in order for us to attempt to increase the power to identify significant 

mortality. The prior of each parameter is shown in Table 3.1. The Bayesian 

computation was processed using R2OpenBUGS package for R,  (Sturtz et al. 2005; 

Sturtz et al. 2010). Multiple independent Markov chains, each with a random initial 

value set generated by the program, were run for every parameter. Trace plots, 

autocorrelation, and the Gelman-Rubin statistic were used to determine the burn in 

period to ensure the convergence of the posterior distribution (Gelman et al. 2014). 

2.4. Evaluation of wAggE versus the unweighted alternative 

We first compare the ROC curve of two logistic regression models 

(parameters described above), which are: 

Model I: 𝑙𝑛 (
𝜋

1−𝜋
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸) + 𝛽2(𝐶𝑜𝑛) + 𝜀 ; 

Model II: 𝑙𝑛 (
𝜋

1−𝜋
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑤𝐴𝑔𝑔𝐸) + 𝛽2(𝐶𝑜𝑛) + 𝜀 

Secondly, we carry out K-fold cross validation for both models and compare the 

error rate. Finally, we use a Chi-square distribution to approximate wAggE, 

determine the significance level, then evaluate its performance in identifying specific 

chemical-associated morphological effects determined by Fisher’s Exact Test (Reif 

et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). We compare the ROC curve to the results using 

unweighted AggE. 
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2.5. Association between zebrafish developmental assessment and 

ToxRefDB 

The newest version of the ToxRefDB has 883 chemicals with over 1,000 

toxicity endpoints, and the overlap between our chemical set and ToxRefDB is 461. 

We performed Fisher’s enrichment analysis and calculated relative risk and 

concordance rate between wAggE and all ToxRefDB endpoints to evaluate 

connections between different data streams using different organisms. 

2.6. AC50 calculation 

wAggE was implemented to identify an overall POD in assessing chemical 

toxicity. We addressed its benefits over standard curve fitting methods that derive an  

AC50 value for experiments like those analyzed here. We quantified the AC50 

values by using different minimum endpoint thresholds for several reasons: many of 

the endpoints are highly correlated as shown in the correlation structure in Figure 

3.2 (e.g. snout and jaw); potential noise caused by the endpoint calling method; and 

endpoints of differential severity and sequence during the developmental course of 

the experiment. If the total observed endpoint(s) within an individual is greater than 

or equal to the threshold, that individual is defined as affected. The individual with 

annotated mortality is always counted as affected regardless of the threshold. Our 

curve fitting data are percentage affected at each concentration of a chemical. The 

AC50 dose response curves and values were obtained using superficial 

modifications to the ToxCast curve-fitting R package “tcpl” (Filer et al. 2015). 
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3. Results 

Our final posterior inference was achieved by running 5 independent chains 

with a random start value for each parameter, 5,000 total iterations per chain, 

thinning rate of 2, and the length of burn in was 4,000. The results of the posterior 

estimate of each parameter along with its standard error, 95% credible interval, and 

Gelman-Rubin diagnostic statistic are shown in Table II. The summary plots are in 

Appendix B: Supplemental Figure 1, trace plots after burn in are in Appendix B: 

Supplemental Figure 2, and autocorrelation plots are in Appendix B: Supplemental 

Figure 3.  

From Table 3.2, we observe that the weights of Body axis, Notochord & Bent 

tail, Yolk sac edema are significantly higher than those of the rest of the endpoints. 

Figure 3.1 shows that these three endpoints are the earliest observable phenotypes, 

introducing the hypothesis of developmental cascade effects. We next tested 

whether these three highly weighted early-developed endpoints can predict some of 

the endpoints developed later in life. We calculated the relative risk, its 95% 

confidence interval, and the sensitivity, which is the conditional probability of 

observing a specific endpoint given one of those three endpoints within a chemical-

treated individual. The dead samples as well as all negative controls were removed 

before processing the statistics. Results are shown in Figure 3.3. The relative risk 

values indicate extremely high predictive power of those three endpoints, implying 

the developmental cascade effects and the degree of severity of this endpoint set. 

We set 0.5 as the baseline of a true positive rate. We found that Yolk sac edema is 

highly predictive over Eye defect, Jaw, Snout, and especially Pericardial edema, 
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which has a true positive rate of 0.8. Body axis shows its predictive power over 

effects involving Eye, Jaw, Snout, Pericardial Edema, Brain, Pectoral Fin and 

Truncated Body. Notochord & Bent Tail is a rare endpoint, we only observed it in 

about 0.55% of individuals. However, Notochord & Bent Tail shows a high risk of 

predicting other endpoints, especially those with a true positive rate that is greater 

than 0.5 (Figure 3.3C). 

As described in section 2.4, we first compared the performance of two logistic 

regression models using AggE (Model I) and wAggE (Model II). As shown in Figure 

3.4A, wAggE shows a better prediction in terms of a ROC curve. Both wAggE and 

concentration have a positive relationship with any adverse outcome, which is the 

response variable. We next carried out K-fold cross validation to both models and 

model II presents a lower error rate in any K-fold validation, implying the benefit of 

using wAggE. Because our response variable is unbalanced, containing 487 positive 

hits versus 4,813 negatives, we tested to assure that the better performance is not 

driven by this unbalanced sample. We retained the 487 positive hits and randomly 

selected 10% of the negatives over many trials to construct new data sets to further 

confirm that wAggE shows a better ROC curve and lower cross validation error rate. 

Finally, we compared wAggE and AggE to identify specific morphological effects. 

We followed the procedures described in Zhang et al. 2016 to determine the degree 

of freedom of chi-square approximation to wAggE, and compared wAggE with 

Fisher’s Exact Test on each individual endpoint. In this study, we used the global 

threshold (rather than concentration-specific thresholds), since the shift of chi-square 

distributions across concentration is not very large (Zhang et al. 2016). Moreover, by 
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combining concentrations, we can protect the censoring caused by high mortality 

rates at the highest concentration. wAggE achieves a better ROC curve across all 

adverse outcomes (Figure 3.4B).  

ToxRefDB contains in vivo systematic toxicity data using mammalian models, 

such as dogs, rodents, and rabbits, for 883 chemicals (Martin et al. 2009). Here we 

want to address whether there is significant association between integrative 

developmental assessment using zebrafish and those developmental endpoints in 

ToxRefDB. We used the keyword “DevelopmentalMalformation” to search against 

the database and found that there are 11 DevelopmentalMalformation endpoints. 

One endpoint has 5-level annotation and the other 10 have 6-level annotation. In 

general, all 11 endpoints have a concordance rate of at least 60% with wAggE, and 

9 of these 11 endpoints have a relative risk value that is greater than 1. ToxRefDB 

database contains a lot of missing (untested) data. In order to avoid the bias of 

providing any test statistic, we report significant association as follows: 1) relative 

risk value is greater than 1, and the lower bound of its 95% confidence interval is 

greater than 1; 2) the P value of Fisher’s Enrichment analysis is less than 0.05. After 

filtering, we found that there is strong association between wAggE and 

“DEV_rat_DevelopmentalReproductive_fetal_DevelopmentalMalformation”. 

Specifically, wAggE is significantly enriched with 

“DEV_rat_DevelopmentalReproductive_fetal_DevelopmentalMalformation_Skeletal” 

and 

“DEV_rat_DevelopmentalReproductive_fetal_DevelopmentalMalformation_Skeletal_

Axial”. 
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We also compared estimated AC50 values (i.e. curve fits) to wAggE using 

prototypical response patterns (Figure 3.5). Lovastatin, a statin drug prescribed for 

lowering cholesterol, caused 100% mortality at 6.4uM, and significantly affects many 

endpoints at 0.64uM. The AC50 value remains constant regardless of varying 

adverse outcome thresholds (minimum of specific endpoints). In this case, the AC50 

value basically describes the degree of mortality, which is similar to those 

measurements using in vitro cell lines. wAggE is censored at 6.4uM due to 100% 

mortality and provides the lowest effect level of developmental toxicity using 

zebrafish at 0.64uM. TX006163 (CAS: 676116-04-4) significantly affected all 

endpoints except mortality at 6.4uM, and all endpoints at 64uM based on Fisher’s 

Exact Test. The AC50 measurement is still valid here as the range of the AC50 

value changes little along a fairly monotonic response as the adverse outcome 

threshold goes up.  Our method provides 6.4uM as the POD. Compared to AC50, 

wAggE estimates a POD at higher potency. Tiratricol represents a chemical that only 

significantly affects a small set of endpoints, however, these endpoints are highly 

correlated (Figure 3.2). As the threshold increases from 4 to 5, there is a dramatic 

increase in the AC50 value. Especially due to the presence of significant mortality at 

64uM, the curve looks misleading when the threshold is either 4 or 5. Moreover, the 

response variable is rarely monotonic, which possibly introduces the bias of using 

this measurement. wAggE defined the POD at 0.64uM. Due to the high correlation of 

many of the endpoints, in order to apply a robust AC50 measurement, we would 

suggest the adverse outcome threshold be made greater than 3 to potentially cover 

two different categories of endpoints as defined in Fig. 4A of Zhang et al. 2016. More 
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importantly, most of the 1,060 chemicals tested remain inactive in this assay, 

suggesting the AC50 value is not a good indicator of potency or even 

unapproachable. TX006990 (Cytarabine hydrochloride) represents this scenario. 

Thus, our method provides a better alternative solution regarding the degree of 

developmental toxicity in vivo.  

4. Discussion 

In this study, we designed a Bayesian logistic regression model using data 

from a multivariate zebrafish HTS developmental study to specify differential weights 

for each endpoint. Our method improves upon arbitrary or heuristic weighting factors 

determined a priori by experts and better quantifies the sequential course of 

development in implicating differential severity of endpoints measured 

simultaneously. These developmental cascade effects highlight the importance of 

quantifying the weights of the endpoints for future risk assessment of integrative 

measurements using zebrafish. This weighting scheme should provide a more 

accurate risk assessment using the whole organism evaluation in zebrafish, since it 

prevents potential artifacts caused by developmental progression. Moreover, this 

weighting scheme implies the degree of importance level of those endpoints, and 

highlights some highly correlated endpoints, such as Eye, Jaw, and Snout, which 

were often co-predictable by Body axis, Notochord & Bent tail, and Yolk sac edema 

in terms of similar statistics.  

We implemented wAggE to identify an overall POD, rather than an inflection 

point along a fitted curve, because we assert that the expectation of monotonic 

concentration-dependence should necessarily hold for experiments like those 
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analyzed here, considering the complexity arising from chemical perturbance of 

biological pathways. This is due to endpoints arising of differential severity and 

sequence during the development course of the experiment where assessment is 

made periodically (e.g. at 24hpf or 120hpf). Besides the apparent “drop-off” caused 

by mortality censoring, the developmental consequences of a given chemical may 

manifest differently at increasing concentration when uniformly assessed at 120hpf. 

For example, if a chemical caused 25% incidence of a specific endpoint at a low 

concentration, higher concentrations of that same chemical may elicit more serious 

endpoints that obscure the observation of the same endpoint, thus creating apparent 

non-monotonicity. Additional variation can be introduced by technical artifacts, 

including impurities in chemical stocks or imperfect endpoint calling techniques. Our 

results demonstrate that wAggE, which does not require homogeneity or 

monotonicity across doses, provides solid detection power and that the data-driven 

assignment of endpoint weights can recapitulate developmental cascade effect that 

would otherwise confuse methods require monotonicity. 

When combined with new technologies built to speed the pace of toxicity 

testing and characterize MoA in vitro (Collins et al. 2008; Judson et al. 2010; 

Kleinstreuer et al. 2014), chemical testing using zebrafish provides systematic 

phenotypic responses that can shed light on etiology of neurotoxicities, 

teratogenicities, or other adverse outcomes, and perhaps even suggest new targets 

for in vitro assays (Bugel et al. 2014; Garcia et al. 2016; MacRae and Peterson, 

2015; Rihel et al. 2010; Tanguay et al. 2014). Given realistic resource limits, and the 

complexity of underlying toxicity mechanisms, bioinformatical approaches for 
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integrating data will be essential to advancing such goals. Concepts such as the 

Organization-Activation model were first introduced to examine how steroid 

hormones could permanently affect the nervous system during early development of 

mammalian models, leading to altered sexual behavior (Arnold and Breedlove, 1985; 

Phoenix et al. 1959). Using integrative approaches such as wAggE in combination 

with analysis of behavioral phenotypes and in vitro data, this concept can be applied 

tease apart putative developmental cascades. Because the information-theoretic 

approach underlying Aggregate Entropy is robust to irregular response patterns, 

wAggE should be applicable to any domain where screening with multiple endpoints 

is used to derive an overall score, such as nanomaterial testing, ecotoxicology 

assessments, or HTS applications. For such future applications, expert knowledge 

could be incorporated into the priors to optimize the balance between a priori 

knowledge and empirically-driven weights. In summary, we present weighted 

Aggregate Entropy as a robust statistical approach for multiple endpoint data.  
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Figure 3.1 Zebrafish developing timeline from fertilization to 120hpf. Zebrafish 

key early developmental stages and associated landmarks. Environmental 

conditions prior to phenotypic assessments (18 distinct endpoints) are indicated on 

the top. Timeline of observable phenotypes are listed on the bottom. Only 

phenotypes that match our data are included.    
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Figure 3.2 Correlations structure across 18 endpoints. For each chemical, 

controls were not included while processing correlation, and incidences were 

aggregated by concentration by sum function. Upper triangular indicates size 

proportional Pearson correlation. Lower triangular indicates scatterplot with red line 

as linear fit. 
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Figure 3.3 Developmental cascade effects: Using AXIS (A), NC (B), and YSE (C) 

to predict the rest of the endpoints. In each part, sensitivity is presented to the 

left. The red line is drawn at 0.5 for reference. Relative risk values are shown at the 

right. 
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Figure 3.4 Performance of AggE versus wAggE in terms of ROC. A: Bayesian 

models comparison. B: Using AggE and wAggE to predict individual morphological 

effect. 
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Figure 3.5 Curve fitting method (AC50) vs Point of departure (wAggE). A: AC50 

values using various response types and different thresholds. X axis: Log 

transformed concentrations in uM {0.0064uM (-5.05), 0.064uM (-2.75), 0.64uM (-

0.45), 6.4uM (1.86), 64uM (4.16)}. Y axis: Percentage affected. B: Point of departure 

using wAggE along with individual morphological effects. 
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Table 3.1 Parameters and their associated priors. 

Parameter Description Prior 

𝛽0 Interception N(-5,2) 

𝛽1 Coefficient of wAggE N(0,2) 

𝛽2 Coefficient of Concentration N(0,1) 

𝑤1~𝑤17 Weight of Endpoint EYE_, SNOU, JAW_, 

AXIS, YSE_, PE__, SOMI, SWIM, CIRC, 

TR__, PIG_, PFIN, BRAI, OTIC, NC__, 

CFIN, TRUN, respectively. 

U(0,1) 
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Table 3.2 Summary of Bayesian posterior inference. 

 
Parameter Description Bayesian 

Estimate 

(Empirical 

mean) 

Empirical 

Standard 

Deviation 

95% Credible 

Interval 

Gelman-

Rubin 

Diagnostic 

Statistic 

𝛽0 Interception -6.29 0.18 (-6.66 , -5.93) 1.00 

𝛽1 Coefficient of 
wAggE 

1.31 0.06 (1.19 , 1.43) 1.00 

𝛽2 Coefficient of 
Concentration 

0.01 0.003 (0.005 , 0.016) 1.00 

𝑤1 Weight of 
EYE_ 

0.07 0.07 (0.002 , 0.25) 1.01 

𝑤2 Weight of 
SNOU 

0.20 0.16 (0.008 , 0.59) 1.00 

𝑤3 Weight of 
JAW_ 

0.38 0.22 (0.03 , 0.86) 1.00 

𝑤4 Weight of 
AXIS 

0.81 0.14 (0.46 , 0.99) 1.00 

𝑤5 Weight of 
YSE_ 

0.74 0.16 (0.39 , 0.99) 1.00 

𝑤6 Weight of 
PE__ 

0.10 0.09 (0.004 , 0.35) 1.01 

𝑤7 Weight of 
SOMI 

0.09 0.09 (0.002 , 0.34) 1.01 

𝑤8 Weight of 
SWIM 

0.11 0.11 (0.002, 0.41) 1.02 

𝑤9 Weight of 
CIRC 

0.17 0.16 (0.004 , 0.57) 1.01 

𝑤10 Weight of 
TR__ 

0.24 0.18 (0.01 , 0.67) 1.01 

𝑤11 Weight of 
PIG_ 

0.11 0.10 (0.003 , 0.38) 1.01 

𝑤12 Weight of 
PFIN 

0.08 0.08 (0.002,0.28) 1.02 

𝑤13 Weight of 
BRAI 

0.07 0.07 (0.002,0.25) 1.01 

𝑤14 Weight of 
OTIC 

0.08 0.08 (0.002,0.29) 1.01 

𝑤15 Weight of 
NC__ 

0.73 0.22 (0.20,0.99) 1.00 

𝑤16 Weight of 
CFIN 

0.16 0.15 (0.005,0.56) 1.00 

𝑤17 Weight of 
TRUN 

0.17 0.14 (0.008,0.53) 1.00 
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Chapter 4 A New Statistical Approach to Characterize Chemical-elicited 
Behavioral Effects in High-throughput Studies using Zebrafish 
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Abstract 
 

Zebrafish have become an important alternative model for characterizing 

chemical bioactivity, partly due to the efficiency at which systematic, high-

dimensional data can be generated. However, these new data present analytical 

challenges associated with scale and diversity. We developed a novel, robust 

statistical approach to characterize chemical-elicited effects in behavioral data from 

high-throughput screening (HTS) of all 1,060 ToxCast™ chemicals across 5 

concentrations at 120 hours post-fertilization (hpf). Taking advantage of the 

immense scale of data for a global view, we show that this new approach reduces 

bias introduced by extreme values yet allows for diverse response patterns that 

confound the application of traditional statistics. We have also shown that, as a 

summary measure of response for local tests of chemical-associated behavioral 

effects, it achieves a significant reduction in coefficient of variation compared to 

many traditional statistical modeling methods. This effective increase in signal-to-

noise ratio augments statistical power and is observed across experimental periods 

(light/dark conditions) that display varied distributional response patterns. Finally, we 

integrated results with data from concomitant developmental endpoint 

measurements to show that appropriate statistical handling of HTS behavioral data 

can add important biological context that informs mechanistic hypotheses.  
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1. Introduction 

A major focus of toxicological research is to develop high-throughput 

screening (HTS) assays to keep pace with the ever-increasing number of chemicals 

in commerce while retaining toxicity information, reducing the cost, and the use of 

animals [1]. HTS in vitro assays, such as ToxCast and Tox21, were implemented to 

speed the pace of chemical testing [2,3]. However, these target-specific 

technologies do not assay the systems-level bioactivity of chemicals. Thus, new 

strategies are needed to characterize the hazardous profiles of chemicals and 

provide complementary, systematic data in order to build computational models to 

advance toxicological research. 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) have become an important model organism for drug 

discovery and toxicological research, including developmental toxicity and 

neurotoxicity, due to many great benefits, such as genetic homology to humans, 

small size, and cost-effectiveness [4-6]. Behavioral profiling in zebrafish has 

elucidated diverse mechanisms of action [7,8]. There are various behavioral tests 

that can be performed on developing zebrafish, however, these complex phenotypes 

introduce many analytical challenges [9,10]. Recent reviews have evaluated 

currently available statistical methods, including traditional methods such as 

Student’s T test and analysis of variance (ANOVA), as well as more advanced 

methods such as behavioral barcoding, multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), 

and pattern matching methods, in addressing different behavioral tests of developing 

zebrafish [7,8,10,11]. Statistical modeling procedures then aggregate the movement 

index by a measure of centrality (most often the mean) and connects them across 
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experimental time periods. Modeling the mean movement fails to account for the 

variability observed across samples that can arise from population genetic diversity, 

measurement error, or other environmental factors. Moreover, typical behavioral 

studies are conducted to address a targeted hypothesis, where the scale of resulting 

data may not be sufficient to robustly characterize outliers. This is especially true 

when identifying outliers in the negative direction that tend to be closer to the center 

of mass of right-skewed behavior and thus more difficult to separate, which 

potentially introduces statistical bias by reducing mean movement. 

In this study, we present HTS behavior data from 120hpf zebrafish statically 

exposed to 1,060 unique ToxCast Phase-I and Phase-II chemicals. We developed a 

new statistical pipeline to characterize zebrafish behavioral profiles. Our approach is 

nonparametric, automatically removes outliers at both directions, accounts for inter-

individual variability, and significantly reduces the coefficient of variation. Taking 

advantage of this big data set, we were able to provide diverse diagnostic and 

verification techniques to prove the concept that our statistical pipeline is robust to 

the unusual response distributions common in behavioral data and beneficial over 

existing methods. More importantly, this computational framework can be 

implemented to any scale of behavioral study in general. Finally, the zebrafish 

behavioral profiles were compared against concomitantly measured endpoints and 

mapped against external animal toxicity data to inform diverse mode of action 

hypotheses. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Chemicals 

The chemical library contains 1,078 (1,060 unique) EPA ToxCast Phase-I and 

Phase-II chemicals and were provided by the US Environmental Protection Agency. 

To assess reproducibility, there were 9 chemicals each run in triplicate (as blinded, 

independent samples). All chemicals were provided in 96 well plates at 20 mM in 

100% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Chemical preparations were conducted according 

to Truong et al. [12]. Briefly, 8 chemicals were diluted on two plates with the first 

dilution plate made at 10 mM in 100% DMSO, and underwent 5, 10-fold serial 

dilution. A 1:15 dilution of plate 1 made up of plate 2, which consisted of 6.4% 

DMSO. The dilution plates were stored at -20C until time for exposure. 

2.2. Experimental design 

Figure 4.1 illustrates experimental perturbations (above the timeline), and 

associated analyses (below the timeline). Adult Tropical 5D zebrafish were housed 

at Sinnhuber Aquatic Research Laboratory at Oregon State University. Each tank 

was kept at 28°C on a 14h light/ 10h dark photoperiod. Group spawns of adult 

zebrafish were set up the night prior, and embryos were collected and staged [13]. 

Embryo chorions were enzymatically removed using pronase (90 µL of 25.3 U/µl; 

Roche, Indianapolis, In, USA) at 4 hours post fertilization (hpf) using a custom 

automated dechorionator and protocol described in Mandrell et al. [14]. Six hpf 

dechorinated embryos were placed individually into the wells of two 96-well plates 
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per chemical using the automated embryo placement systems (AEPS) [14]. 

Chemicals were added to final well concentrations of 0, 0.0064, 0.064, 0.64, 6.4, and 

64uM, with 0.64% DMSO included as the vehicle. Thus, there are 32 embryos per 

chemical per concentration. The layout of each concentration within a plate is shown 

in Figure 4.1. At 24hpf, an embryonic photomotor response (EPR) test was 

implemented [8]. After EPR, all exposed plates were wrapped with alumni foil to 

prevent photodegradation, kept in a 28°C incubator, and statically exposed until 

120hpf. 

At 120hpf, zebrafish larvae movement was recorded during a 7-minute period 

of light followed by an 8-minute period of dark, then evaluated for 18 distinct 

morphological endpoints. All data were recorded by the Zebrafish Acquisition and 

Analysis Program (ZAAP) [12]. The current manuscript primarily focuses on the 

120hpf behavior assessment (see right-most ‘Light Condition Exposure’ portion of 

Figure 4.1).   

2.3. Statistical framework 

Data processing and all statistical analysis were implemented using custom R 

software [15]. The statistical pipeline is summarized in Figure 4.2. The movement 

(total distance moved) was plotted across the experimental time period. Next, the 

annotated dead fish were removed prior to statistical modeling and analysis. For 

some chemicals, all embryos were dead at higher concentration(s) during exposure. 

These scenarios were reported as missing data, and were not processed in the next 

step. Using the remaining data, we applied our novel statistical approach.  
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We treated the movement as multiple uniform distributions across the 

experimental time period, where 𝑋, 𝐶, 𝑇, and 𝐶𝑜𝑛 represent individual movement, 

chemical, time point, and concentration respectively. At each time point, instead of 

using the maximum and minimum movement as the parameters for uniform 

distribution, we chose the 95% and 5% quartile movement, written as 𝑄.95 and 𝑄.05 

such that we could reduce the bias caused by potential outliers at both directions. 

Therefore, the probability density function of our defined uniform distribution can be 

written as: 

𝑓(𝑋|𝐶, 𝑇, 𝐶𝑜𝑛) = {

1

𝑄.95 − 𝑄.05
          𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑋 ∈ [𝑄.95, 𝑄.05]

0                                      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 

        

Our statistical modeling method is called differential entropy, which allows us to 

measure the average surprisal of continuous probability distributions [16]. The 

differential entropy ℎ(𝑋) in nats unit of our defined uniform distribution can be written 

as: 

ℎ(𝑋|𝐶, 𝑇, 𝐶𝑜𝑛) = − ∫ 𝑓(𝑋|𝐶, 𝑇, 𝐶𝑜𝑛) × ln(𝑓(𝑋|𝐶, 𝑇, 𝐶𝑜𝑛))𝑑𝑋

+∞

−∞

= ln(𝑄.95 − 𝑄.05) 

Taken together, the distribution of transformed movement is determined by 

connecting the differential entropy across time.  

Next, we used unexposed controls to check for global artifacts detectable as 

plate effects. There are 3 aspects to this step: 1) Check for bad plates by extracting 

the area under the curve (AUC) ratio of two plates within a chemical, written as 

AUC1/AUC2 as shown in Figure 4.2. The ratios are expected to be close to 1, which 

indicates a fair experimental design. Suspicious large or small ratios were inspected 
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individually before a decision was made to remove bad plates. 2) In our plate design, 

controls were placed in two different columns of each plate (one inner plus one 

outer). So we separated the controls of each chemical by position and followed the 

same procedures of checking for aberrant plates. 3) Since our plate number was 

assigned artificially during the experiment, we carried out a permutation test to 

randomly shuffle the plates of each chemical and looked for global plate and position 

effects. In each permutation, for each chemical, we generated a random number 

between 0 and 1. If the number was greater than 0.5, we accepted the ratio as 

AUC1/AUC2, otherwise the ratio was defined as AUC2/AUC1. We did this for both 

plate and position, and calculated Students’ t-test statistics using the null hypothesis 

that the ratio = 1 and Cohen’s D value as effect size of each permutation (1,000 

rounds). 

Next, we plotted the differential entropies of each chemical across time and 

concentrations to visualize the chemical-associated behavioral pattern. And the 

whole experimental period was separated into two intervals for statistical analysis: 

Light (minutes 3-9) and Dark (minutes 10-17).  

Our statistical analysis framework for determining significant chemical-

associated behavioral changes is modified from Reif et al. [8]. We found that the 

mean relative AUC ratio and actual AUC ratio of each interval follow a perfect linear 

relationship using our modeling method, thus in this study, we implemented the 

actual AUC ratio as a co-measurement to reflect the observed variability of the 

120hpf behavioral data. Our statistical significance thresholds are presented in 

Figure 4.2. 
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Finally, we assessed the reproducibility of our statistical modeling and 

analysis framework using the independent replicates of 9 chemicals, a simulation 

study, and external data validation using the background (pre-stimulation) phase of 

the 24hpf behavioral assay described in [8]. 

2.4. Data integration 

Integrated analysis across morphological endpoints and meta-analysis 

looking at in vivo mammalian data was used to validate results and explore 

mechanistic hypotheses related to chemical bioactivity. For 120hpf morphological 

endpoints, the comprehensive developmental Aggregate Entropy (AggE) score for 

each chemical was used, as described in Zhang et al. [17]. For meta-analysis, the 

Toxicity Reference Database (ToxRefDB), which contains up-to-date in vivo animal 

toxicity studies of over 800 chemicals, was downloaded from US EPA [18]. 

ToxRefDB contains a lot of missing data, thus our decision of making a significant 

call is controlled by: 1) the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval of relative risk 

is greater than 1; 2) the p value of Fisher’s Enrichment Test is less than 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Overview of all controls 

Each morphological endpoint across all 1,060 control groups is shown in 

Figure 4.3A. For mortality, the observed frequency is 
∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠

32
; for any other 

endpoint, the frequency was calculated by 
∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠

32−𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
. As in Figure 4.3A, mortality is 

the only endpoint observed at an appreciable frequency among controls. Therefore, 

after removing annotated dead fish, the behavioral assessment of the controls 
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should provide a robust baseline comparison. Because of the nature of this 

behavioral test, we should expect basal movement during the light phase and an 

excitement during the dark phase. To visualize this nature, we aggregated all 

healthy controls (i.e. those lacking any annotated morphological endpoint), and 

found that there was a high level of variation among the behavioral profiles (Figure 

4.3B). Additionally, the difference between light and dark phases is likely 

underestimated prior to application of our new approach because of a large number 

of nonresponding individuals. 

3.2. Handling observed variation 

We applied the novel statistical approach outlined in Methods to appropriately 

handle the variation in the behavioral data, and avoid bias caused by the skewed 

distribution of the actual movement at each time point. We illustrated this point in 

Figure 4.4, where movement traces of vehicle controls from two example chemicals 

(nominally called control 1 and 2), and provided the transition from traditional 

modeling to our statistical modeling method (Figure 4.4A, top). These two groups 

behaved similarly in the light phase; however, we observed an apparently stark 

difference during the dark phase. After checking individual movement at each time 

point, we found that these two groups shared a similar movement range. By 

implementing our statistical modeling method, these two control groups became 

consistent (Figure 4.4A, bottom). We plotted all 1,060 control groups and found that 

our statistical modeling method significantly improved the consistency among the 

controls (Figure 4.4B).  
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Our method provided a consistent evaluation over the controls and 

significantly reduced the coefficient of variation compared to various traditional 

modeling methods, including mean movement, simple logarithm transformed mean 

movement, the third quartile movement, median movement, and the square root of 

mean movement (Figure 4.4B-4.4C). To further validate the consistency of our 

method, we provided a histogram with empirical density of the AUC ratios using the 

methods described above (Figure 4.4D). Each ratio was determined by choosing two 

control groups and calculated their AUC as AUC1 and AUC2. The ratio is 

AUC1/AUC2. We have a total of 561,270, which is (1060
2

), ratios for each method.  

3.3. Check for artifacts 

We first used the pre-labeled plate number to construct the behavioral AUC 

ratio, AUC1/AUC2 as described in the Methods section, to detect for unusual plates 

using the control group. Our results showed 14 suspicious ratios, which are either 

infinity or zero. We selected these chemicals and inspected them individually to 

detect the issue. We found that in these 14 chemicals, one plate shows many 

identical movements across time not only for the controls but any other 

concentration. Checking against ZAAP records and annotation, we determined these 

to be experimental artifacts and removed these 14 plates prior to the next step, 

meaning that each of these 14 chemicals had half of the typical sample size for 

every concentration for the final analysis. An example of the bad plate is provided in 

the Appendix C: S1 file. We next investigated whether there was a similar issue for 

the remaining locations and found that, after removal of the offending plates, there 

were no extremely large or small ratios observed. Furthermore, our permutation 
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study results (Figure 4.5) indicated that these 14 plates happened at random, and 

there were neither global plate nor positional effects. 

3.4. Reproducibility of our statistical pipeline 

Evaluation of the reproducibility of our statistical pipeline includes three 

aspects: three independent replicates of each of the 9 chemicals, simulation study, 

and external data validation. For each chemical-concentration-interval, if the activity 

calls are the same among all three replicates, then the reliability is recorded as 1, 

otherwise it is 0. We achieved an overall 83% reliability, indicating good consistency 

of our method. Next, we did a simulation study for all chemicals and compared the 

significant activity call using the original data. We performed 500 simulations per 

chemical-concentration-interval for all 1,060 chemicals, and calculated the 

concordance between simulated activity calls to those generated by the original 

data. We found that the lowest mean concordance is over 97%, a strong indicator of 

the robustness of our pipeline. Finally, we used the previous published data from the 

photomotor response assay (PMR) to validate our method. Only the background 

phase, prior to light perturbations, was used for further evaluation since the 

environmental nature is similar to the light phase of our experiment. If a chemical 

was active using our method in at least one concentration, it was recorded as 1, 

otherwise 0. The same activity call was made from the Reif et al. [8] behavioral 

profiles. The concordance between these two pipelines is 95%. The main reason for 

the disagreement is that instead of using the mean AUC, our new method 

implemented the exact AUC to reflect the actual behavioral changes. Unlike the 
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120hpf behavioral data, the PMR assessed movement by each second, thus, the 

movements between two consecutive seconds can be very different. 

3.5. Summary of statistical analysis results 

There are 356 chemicals that showed significant hypoactivity or hyperactivity 

in at least one interval. Of these significant chemicals, 193 chemicals were only 

found significant in the light interval, 83 chemicals were only significant in the dark 

interval, and 80 chemicals were significant in both intervals. Exploring patterns of 

chemical-elicited hypoactivity and hyperactivity across intervals may suggest 

different key biological events or pathway perturbations, so we summarized those 

356 significant behavioral profiles through various behavioral effect patterns of each 

concentration (Table 4.1). The example of each behavioral pattern is shown in 

Figure 4.6A-4.6F. The global differential entropies of the control groups are 4.10 for 

the light phase and 4.82 for the dark phase. The 95% confidence intervals are (3.38, 

4.81) and (4.29, 5.35) for light and dark respectively. An example of nonsignificant 

behavioral pattern is shown in Figure 4.6A. n general, we observed that of these 

chemicals that were significant in both intervals, hypoactivity (Light)-hypoactivity 

(Dark) (Figure 4.6B) is the most common pattern, and the number of chemicals goes 

up as the concentration increases. The same trend was observed in the inactive 

(Light)-hypoactivity (Dark) (Figure 4.6C) behavioral pattern. About 40 chemicals 

were found at hyperactivity (Light)-inactive (Dark) (Figure 4.6D) pattern, and 20 

chemicals at hypoactivity (Light)-inactive (Dark) (Figure 4.6E) in every concentration. 

Behavioral effect patterns, such as hyperactivity (Light)-hypoactivity (Dark) (Figure 

4.6F), hyperactivity (Light)-hyperactivity (Dark) (Figure 4.6G), and inactive (Light)-
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hyperactivity (Dark) (Figure 4.6H), are very rare. No chemicals were observed at 

hypoactivity (Light)-hyperactivity (Dark). 

3.6. Data integration  

We next investigated whether there was a connection between chemical-

associated activity call and developmental malformations. Of those chemicals that 

were significant in our 120hpf behavioral assay, for every significant concentration, 

we found the corresponding AggE from Zhang et al. [17]. For non-significant 

chemicals, we provided the highest AggE from Zhang et al. [17]. We performed a 

two sample Student’s t-test and concluded that chemicals that were significantly 

affecting behavior tended to have higher AggE. An example of this connection can 

be found in Figure 4.7. 

Taking advantage of this complex and systematic behavioral assessment in 

zebrafish, we integrated this assay with ToxRefDB toxicity endpoints. We defined 

our significance vector as follows: if a chemical is significant in at least one interval, 

it is recorded as 1, otherwise 0. Our statistics were calculated based on a binary 

table between our assay and the significance matrix of ToxRefDB. Those ToxRefDB 

endpoints that meet the criteria are shown in Appendix C: S1 Table. We found that 

all significantly enriched ToxRefDB endpoints are systemic carcinogens related 

endpoints except for a few in developmental reproductive studies. 

4. Discussion 

In the present study, we provided a large-scale systematic behavioral 

assessment using zebrafish to characterize bioactivity of a diverse ToxCast Phase-I 
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and Phase-II libraries. This multiple concentration-response design allowed us to 

fully capture the behavioral changes and provided increased power for detecting 

significant chemical-elicited activities. Behavioral assessments are complex 

phenotypes that are difficult to measure and characterize even without chemical 

perturbants. Therefore, traditional statistical methods may not be appropriate due to 

limiting assumptions and poor performance in the face of high variability.  

Faced with these challenges, we developed a novel computational framework 

and evaluated its performance on a variety of fronts. We plotted all healthy controls 

to show the dramatic variation of these data, and the variation should be even more 

complicated for chemical treated embryos. We applied permutation approaches to 

the quality control step and checked for technique artifacts and removed bad plates. 

After our statistical treatment, the average coefficient of variation of the controls 

across time was significantly reduced compared to many other modeling techniques. 

Our method also performed well on data having lower sample size (demonstrated by 

its consistent performance on the chemicals for which a problematic experimental 

plate was deleted). Across chemicals compared using controls, our modeling 

method showed great consistency over traditional mean movement modeling (Figure 

4.4D). To this end, we encourage the application of our method to other types of 

behavioral data, and small-scale studies to further validate its performance. 

Data integration provided insights to the biological relevance of this 

behavioral assay. There is a connection between altered behavioral phenotypes and 

developmental malformations. Integrating these two measurements could increase 

the reliability of hazardous assessments of these chemicals. Moreover, by mapping 
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zebrafish behavioral profiles to ToxRefDB, we were able to identity many significant 

systematic carcinogenicity endpoints, suggesting zebrafish are a good alternative 

model for toxicological research. Investigating all behavioral profiles of these 

chemicals, we found that many chemical analogs shared similar bioactivity, 

indicating potential application of building quantitative structure-activity relationship 

(QSAR) models to predict zebrafish behavioral profiles of chemicals with unknown 

toxicity information. Many of the well-known endocrine disruptors in our chemical 

library also shared similar behavioral patterns, such as kepone and thyroid hormone 

3,5,3’-Triiodothyronine. These two chemicals were both found active in US EPA 

Endocrine Disruption Screening Program For The 21st Century (EDSP21) 

(http://actor.epa.gov/edsp21/). Methyleugenol shared similar behavioral effects with 

them; however, it is inactive in any of the in vitro assay tested at EDSP21. Taken 

together, appropriate behavioral profiling using zebrafish can identify chemicals with 

similar biological processes. 

An active and important area of toxicological research is to develop risk-

based prioritization methods to provide chemicals with higher risk for further testing. 

Many of the strategies have been applied only to HTS in vitro results, for example 

ToxPi [19]. A recent point of departure approach is based on zebrafish 

morphological assessment of Truong et al. [17]. This zebrafish behavioral assay 

provides more advanced toxicity profiles such as adverse outcome pathways 

(AOPs), and can be implemented together with existing hazard data for risk 

assessment of environmental chemicals. Integrating multiple data streams can not 

only increase the power of detecting hazardous chemicals but also make the risk 
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assessment using zebrafish possible. As it is shown in Figure 4.1, the whole 

experimental system contains three assays, 24hpf behavioral assay [8], 120hpf 

morphological assay [17], and 120 behavioral assay. A summary of the number of 

significant chemicals detected across assays is shown in Figure 4.8.  Integrating 

these assays, we have found that there are 552 chemicals that were significant. 

From Figure 4.8, we can see that excluding one or two assays will result in the loss 

of power of detecting potential chemicals with high risk. Thus, this whole 

experimental system is persuasive in risk assessment of environmental chemicals 

using zebrafish by providing multiple measurements across a developmental 

timeline and varying environmental conditions. 

In conclusion, HTS behavioral studies using zebrafish provides systematic 

data that can be used for integrated analysis. Behavioral phenotypes are complex 

and noisy in terms of individual variability due to different genetic backgrounds, 

which brings about challenges in developing statistical models. Our new statistical 

modeling method and pipeline help make more robust decisions regarding chemical-

associated behavioral effects by reducing coefficients of variation, increase 

consistency among different chemicals, and quantifying reproducibility. Moreover, 

appropriate behavioral profiling and data integration adds meaningful context that 

can inform mechanistic hypotheses. 
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Figure 4.1Experimental Design. Experimental timeline for chemical exposures 

(Chemical each with a set of concentrations {0uM, 0.0064uM, 0.064uM, 0.64uM, 

6.4uM, 64uM} added at 6hpf, n=32 embryos per concentration). At 24hpf, 

environmental conditions include two one second light perturbations that applied at 

30s and 40s. Details about 24hpf behavioral assessment can be found at Reif et al. 

2015. At 120hpf, behavior was measured under environmental conditions of a 6 

minute continuous light exposure followed by an 8 minute dark period. Both 

behavioral assessments and developmental assessment of 18 endpoints were 

measured. 
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Figure 4.2 Statistical Workflow. Step 1: Visualize movement index; Step 2: 

Remove annotated dead fish for every concentration of a chemical; Step 3: Propose 

a statistical modeling method; Step 4: Check for artifacts, such as technical issues, 

global plate and position effect, and remove any bad plates; Step 5: Apply statistical 

modeling method to provide dose-response patterns for analysis; Step 6: Statistical 

analysis pipeline; Step 7: Reproducibility of our computational framework. 
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Figure 4.3 Overview of Controls. A: Morphological overview of controls: 

Incidence rate assessment (Y axis) for all chemicals of each endpoint (X axis). 

For mortality, rate was calculated with a sample size of 32. For other endpoints, 

rate was calculated conditionally on alive zebrafish larvae. Red line was drawn at 

10% for visualization. B: Movement index overview: Only annotated healthy 

zebrafish larvae of the controls were plotted. Red line is drawn by connecting the 

mean of each experimental time point. Y axis: Movement Index; X axis: Time. 
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Figure 4.4 Performance of Our Novel Statistical Modeling Method. A: Example 

controls (having similar survival rates) illustrate the transformation. These two 

separate controls were plotted by different colors. Blue: TX000769 

(Propoxycarbazone-sodium); Black: TX000900 (Methamidophos). Top: Movement 

index of each time point, and the line was drawn by connecting the mean movement 

indexes. Y axis: Movement index; X axis: Time. Bottom: Lines were drawn using our 
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method, which connects the differential entropy of each time point. Y axis: 

Differential entropy (Nats); X axis: Time. B: All 1,060 control groups were plotted. 

Top: Each line represents a chemical. Line was drawn by connecting mean 

movement indexes. Y axis: Movement index; X axis: Time. Bottom: Each line 

represents a chemical. Line was drawn by connecting differential entropy across 

time. Y axis: Differential entropy (Nats); X axis: Time. C: Coefficient variation of each 

time point using all control groups and various statistical modeling methods. Y axis: 

Coefficient of Variation; X axis: Time. D: Comparison of various statistical modeling 

methods by plotting the density of the AUC ratios of any pair of control groups. Ratio 

was censored at 3 to preserve visualization of the variation. Y axis: Density; X axis: 

AUC ratio. 
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Figure 4.5 Statistics for checking artifacts. P value and Cohen’s d from each 

permutation was plotted (Black represents plate; Blue represents position). Y axis: 

Student’s t test p value; X axis: Cohen’s d. Horizontal red line was drawn at a 

significance level of 0.05. Vertical red line was drawn at 0.2 to represent the general 

rule of thumb of effect size. 
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Figure 4.6 Behavioral response patterns. Differential entropy of each 

concentration was plotted across experimental time. Color key is shown in Fig 1. Y 

axis: Differential entropy (Nats); X axis: Time (m). Red segments represent light 

condition from 3m to 9m. A: Inactive: TX000888 (Terbacil) was inactive at all 

concentrations. B: Hypoactivity (L) and Hypoactivity (D): TX001406 (Cyclanilide) 

shows significant hypoactivities at 64uM for both light and dark intervals. C: Inactive 
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(L) and Hypoactivity (D): TX001412 (Fipronil) is inactive at light interval and shows 

significant hypoactivity at dark interval at 0.064uM, 0.64uM, 6.4uM, and 64uM. D: 

Hyperactivity (L) and Inactive (D): TX007214 (Dieldrin) shows significant 

hyperactivity at light interval but it is inactive at dark at 64uM. E: Hypoactivity (L) 

and Inactive (D): TX003357 (44’-Oxydianiline) shows significant hypoactivity at light 

interval and inactive pattern at dark interval at 0.064uM, 6.4uM, and 64uM. F: 

Hyperactivity (L) and Hypoactivity (D): TX006644 (Haloperidol) shows significant 

hyperactivity at light interval and significant hypoactivity at dark interval at both 

6.4uM and 64uM. In addition, at 0.64uM, it shows significant hyperactivity at light 

interval. G: Hyperactivity (L) and Hyperactivity (D): TX005098 (4-Pentylaniline) 

shows significant hyperactivity at 64uM for both light and dark conditions. H: 

Inactive (L) and Hyperactivity (D): TX005080 (44’4”-Ethane-111-triyltriphenol) is 

inactive at light and shows significant hyperactivity at dark at 6.4uM and 64uM. 
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Figure 4.7 Relationship between morphological profiles and behavioral 

profiles. Disulfiram significantly affected 13 endpoints starting at 0.64 uM. Disulfiram 

also caused significant hypoactivity in both intervals with a lowest effect level of 0.64 

uM.  
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Figure 4.8 Summary of results by the whole experimental system. This Venn 

diagram provides the summary of the total number of significant chemicals detected 

by each assay. It also provides statistics regarding the benefits of including all 

assays. Missing rate: the number of chemicals that would have been missed using a 

subset of these assays. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of statistically significant behavioral profiles. 

Behavioral Effect Pattern 0.0064uM 0.064uM 0.64uM 6.4uM 64uM 

Light (Hypoactivity) 

Dark (Hypoactivity) 
1 1 2 12 55 

Light (Hypoactivity) 

Dark (Hyperactivity) 
0 0 0 0 0 

Light (Hyperactivity) 

Dark (Hypoactivity) 
0 1 1 3 4 

Light (Hyperactivity) 

Dark (Hyperactivity) 
0 0 0 0 2 

Light (Hypoactivity) 

Dark (Inactive) 
14 18 22 18 26 

Light (Inactive) 

Dark (Hypoactivity) 
4 4 11 23 62 

Light (Hyperactivity) 

Dark (Inactive) 
30 37 47 39 36 

Light (Inactive) 

Dark (Hyperactivity 
5 8 4 11 10 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Directions 
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1. Conclusions 

In this dissertation, we developed novel analytical methods to characterize 

the bioactivity of chemicals using HTS in zebrafish. Our scoring framework was able 

to elucidate multi-endpoint syndromes as well as identify chemicals that displayed 

generalized morphological effects while facing many analytical challenges, including 

irregular correlation structure across endpoints and imperfect endpoint calling 

method. Both AggE and wAggE have shown many great benefits over traditional 

curve fitting approaches in defining the degree of potency of chemicals. Taking 

advantage of these systematic data, we were able to develop computational tools to 

quantify the severity of various endpoints. Moreover, our results showed that 

developmental cascade effects exist during a zebrafish’s early life span, which 

highlight the importance of defining a weighting scheme in order to study the 

aggregate activity. In zebrafish 120hpf behavioral studies, our new statistical 

analysis pipeline helps make more robust decisions regarding chemical-associated 

behavioral effects. AggE/wAggE and behavioral phenotypes made great additions to 

the current existing risk-based prioritization method, such as ToxPi (Reif et al. 2010), 

to rank those chemicals for further testing. Finally, data integration added more 

meaningful context to these zebrafish assays and informed mechanistic hypotheses. 

2. Future Directions 

2.1. Multi-scale Analysis 

The entire experimental system contains three assays, 24hpf behavioral 

assay that was described in Reif et al. 2015, 120hpf morphological assay that is 
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presented in Truong et al. 2014, and 120hpf behavioral assay that is shown in 

Chapter 4 of this dissertation. Integrating results across assays can help us 

contextualize chemical responses within developmental stages. Figure 5.1 provides 

a novel, visual analytic for summarizing chemical-elicited effects that integrates all 

data using Thiram as an example. Visualizing behavioral and morphological 

changes across concentrations and time points gives a more comprehensive picture 

of chemical activity. Comparing behavioral data, we found that there were more 

unique chemicals deemed active at 120hpf (356 chemicals) versus 24hpf (296 

chemicals). While this may be expected given the physiological developments 

occurring between 1 and 5 days as well as different environmental conditions and 

exposure time, the sensitivity to detect morphological endpoints when considering 

both behavioral assays was significantly higher than either alone. This suggests that 

including both adds value within an integrated testing strategy for diverse 

compounds. Figure 5.2 provides an example that shows the relationship between 

significant behavioral effects and morphological consequences. Integrating results 

across assays will present a systematic characterization of behavioral and 

morphological endpoints associated with chemical exposures in a model of 

vertebrate development. Importantly, 42% of these chemicals have never been 

tested in any duration of guideline, in vivo study, so these results can provide a 

starting reference for characterizing the whole-organism, developmental hazard of 

all ToxCast chemicals.  

Multi-scale analysis across assays provides an in vivo characterization of the 

1,060 ToxCast chemical set, whose results can be bioinformatically mapped to in 
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vitro results from ToxCast and Tox21, as well as other large-scale testing efforts. As 

part of an integrated testing strategy, we hope that these data offer a feasible 

alternative to evaluate chemical safety and inform follow-up studies that target 

specific hypotheses about chemical mechanisms or adverse outcome pathways 

(AOPs). 

Integrating multi-scale data streams presents analytical challenges with 

respect to mixed distributions, variability, and interpretation across endpoints. More 

work is needed to develop robust statistical methods for integration of multiple data 

streams. However, we believe that by analyzing and visualizing results in an 

integrated manner, the complementarity of the data can be used to highlight both 

problematic (unstable) responses and activity patterns having robust support from 

multiple sources. 

2.2. Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) 

QSAR models are best known for drug discovery, and are also applied in 

predicting diverse bioactivities of chemicals, for example chemically induced skin 

reactions (Alves et al. 2015). However, little is known about chemicals bioactivity in 

zebrafish. Data mining using 120hpf behavioral assay, which is described in Chapter 

4, has identified some analogs of this chemical set that share significantly different 

bioactivity. Table 5.1 shows four analogs with their associated relative area under 

the curve (AUC). All chemical associated bioactivities (1,060 chemicals each with 5 

concentrations) are shown in Figure 5.3. QSAR model can be developed to predict 

chemical bioactivity in zebrafish. Moreover, various thresholds of the AUCs can be 

made to find the optimal AUC that provides the best classification accuracy. This 
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optimal AUC can be applied to the methods developed in Reif et al. to make a more 

robust statistical pipeline in determining significant behavioral effect. 
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Figure 5.1 Visualization of behavioral and morphological effects within and 

across time points and concentrations. This figure provides details about 

behavior through the experimental timeline as well as whether or not a chemical can 

cause significant morphological effects at a certain concentration. “*” represents 

significant chemical associated behavior. Dash line is the threshold. Black (dark) or 

red (light) labels on horizontal axis represent experimental conditions. 
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Figure 5.2 Relationship between significant behavioral and morphological 

effect across concentrations through experimental timeline. Only the behavior 

and chemicals that cause significant morphological effects in Brain are plotted. The 

size of each dot is proportional to its mortality rate. Dashed line is the threshold for 

behavioral effects. Red line is the lowess fit for the behavior across concentrations 

showing the directional change. 
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Figure 5.3 All chemical-elicited bioactivities. This histogram consists of 5,300 

relative AUCs (1,060 chemicals each with 5 concentrations). The relative AUC was 

calculated by the entire experimental timeline instead of separating based on 

environmental conditions. Red indicates significant threshold defined in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.1 Zebrafish bioactivities across concentrations of four analogs. Red bioactivity number indicates 

significant behavioral effect. 

Chemical Name (CAS Number) 
Chemical 

Structure 

0.0064 

uM 

0.064 

uM 

0.64 

uM 

6.4 

uM 

64 

uM 

23-Diaminotoluene 
(2687-25-4) 

 

 

-0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.16 

34-Diaminotoluene 
(496-72-0) 

 
 

-0.04 -0.07 -0.07 -0.03 -0.25 

24-Diaminotoluene 
(95-80-7) 

 
 

-0.07 -0.07 -0.03 -0.06 -0.12 

2-Methylaniline 
(95-53-4) 

 
 

0.01 -0.02 -0.07 0.02 -0.02 
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Appendix A Supplemental Materials of Chapter 2 
 

Due to the size of the files, the supplemental information can be found online at: 

doi:10.1016/j.reprotox.2016.04.012 

Supplemental Table 1 (.csv). All 1,060 ToxCast chemicals are displayed in a 

decreasing order of their normalized AggE. The list also contains each chemical’s 

name; CAS number; concentration-wise AggE and rank. 

Supplemental Table 2 (.pdf). Threshold of AggE with multiple evaluations including 

balanced ROC curve, Balanced F1 Score and Concordance of 5 different simulated 

data set.  

Supplemental Table 3 (.pdf). Mutual Information amongst endpoints.  

  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.reprotox.2016.04.012
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Appendix B Supplemental Materials of Chapter 3 
 
Supplemental Figure 1:  Summary of Bayesian posterior inference. 
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Supplemental Figure 2: Autocorrelation of each parameter of Bayesian posterior 
inference. 
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Supplemental Figure 3: Trace plot of each parameter after burn in. 
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Appendix C Supplemental Materials of Chapter 4 
 
S1 Table: Significantly enriched ToxRefDB endpoints. 
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S1 File: Example of bad plate 
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